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Thanks To Our Loyal
Readers, Stereophile Hits
No. 1In Circulation!
JGH Receives
Book
Disguised As
Letter (p. 35)
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The true audiophile judges components with his ears, not just
his eyes. Amber's Series 50B Integrated Amplifier offers
more than the "specs" you've been looking for. It offers the
natural musicality you've been listening for ... in asuperbly
engineered and remarkably affordable package. The 50B allows
speakers to recreate music with the immediacy and clarity of a
live performance. Yet for all its simplicity, the 50B can control even the most sophisticated system. Visit your Amber dealer.
Hear the difference between mere components and fine,
musical instru
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AS WE SEE IT
The Publisher Babbles
On-In Five Installments
by Larry Archbald

You Did It!
Ever since Volume 6, Number 3 was
published in August of 1983, Stereophile has been the leading subjective
review magazine in terms of circulation. At that juncture our circulation
was 12,000 and has now increased to
15,000. And it's all your fault!
I would like to particularly thank
all the faithful subscribers who have
been with Stereophile since way back.
That core of readers has supported
this magazine both morally and financially through some real hard times.
Starting with JGH's move to Santa Fe
in
1978,
issues of your
favorite
magazine came few and far between.
Three "quarterly" issues (Volume 4numbers 4, 5, and 6) came out in a
two-year period, at which time the
schedule was changed to "ten" issues
per year—actually, per subscription.
Volume 4, numbers 7, 8, 9, and 10
came out also over a two-year period
for an average of two a year from '78
thru '81. Unfortunately, these issues
were small and their delivery irregular.
In many quarters it was thought that
Stereophile (and rumor had it, JGH)
was indeed going all too far underground.
In
some
sectors
of
the
subjective reviewing field this event
was
welcomed—even
promoted.
At
Consumer Electronics Shows surprise
was
registered
when
Stereophile
showed up—"You mean you're still in
business?"
Nor was the change wrought in
early 1982, when I took over as
publisher, a particularly dramatic one.
The format remained dry and the
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issues small. Nevertheless, we were
able to publish nine issues that first
year, which is to the best of my
knowledge a record for "underground"
audio magazines—in frequency, if not
in number of pages. Still, our rate of
renewal (which is the lifeblood of any
magazine) was shooting up dramatically. And many of those subscribers were
renewing for two or three years at a
time, providing the magazine with the
cash to stay in business. To these
people
I particularly
express
my
thanks—they banked money on what,
from
its
extensive
history,
could
hardly be seen as a good risk.
The days of questioned existence
are finally over. Our numerous subscribers (who I hope will soon exceed
20,000) have seen to that. You really
do everything on this magazine: you
persuade manufacturers to turn over
their valuable and expensive products
to the clutches of ravenous reviewers,
with uncertain destiny; you attract
advertisers, whose well-spent moneys
serve to keep the price of each
Stereophile reasonable while the amount of information and number of
pages increase; you write in to express
your views on all manner of subject;
you are are our reason for existence.
Lest this paean of praise become
too unbounded, let me remind you of
your responsibilities. First, you must
constantly write to us expressing your
opinions of our reviews, correct our
erroneous facts, and curb our wayward
tendencies. Second, and foremost, you
must renew your subscriptions! And
for multiple years, if possible (on a
base note, Imight note that those who
have renewed early and
long are
getting an unbelievably good deal).
Third,
you
must enjoy yourselves
listening to music, both recorded and
live, and spend as much time reading
about this wonderful pasttime as you
can spare from your music listening!
Happy trails to you.

When Is A Change In
Schedule Not A Change?
In 1982, Stereophile came out nine
times, Volume 5, Nos. 1-9, a total of
344 pages. In 1983 we've published
Volume 5, Number 10 and Volume 6,
Numbers 1-6, for seven issues and 452
pages. Although both years
set a
frequency record for "underground"
audio
magazines
(except
for
1AR
Hotline, perhaps), neither year riTel
our announced schedule of ten issues
per year.
We've decided to drop the fiction,
and make an
honest magazine of
ourselves. Stereophile will now appear
8 times a year—every month and a
half, twice a quarter. And you can hold
us to it! Each of these 8 issues will be
larger than we've been, that is, 80
pages or more.
Coincident with this change will be
a reduction in subcription term, from
10 to 8, and a reduction in annual
subscription price from $20 to $18. But
never fear, all current subscribers will
receive every issue they've paid for.
For those who subscribed years in
advance, that's a big bonus! 30 issues
just became almost 4 years, with an
even greater number of pages per year.
We were actually reluctant to make
this change, but there were many
factors:
1) Our staff and level of organization
just isn't up to getting a magazine to
the printer every month or five weeks.
2) The rush to press sometimes has
compromised the certainty with which
we report.
3) There are significant economies in
publishing fewer times, even with a
greater number of total pages.
4) The publisher wants to do what he
says he'll do—he'd better say he's
going to do something that's possible.
As a further confusing technicality,
we've decided to terminate Volume 6
with this issue. Volume 7will number 8
issues, all to come out
in
1984;
Volume 8, 1985, etc. So please don't
ask what happened to 6-7, 6-8, 6-9,
and 6-10! Accordingly, expire codes
will be changed to reflect the fact that

Volume 6, Nos. 7-10 don't exist. If you
previously expired with Volume 6, No.
8 (608 expire code) you will now expire
with Volume 7, No. 2 (702 expire
code). This will seem like a big mess
for a couple of issues, but we'll repeat
this message several times. Even more
important, the change will benefit you,
the subscriber: Stereophile will test
and report on more products each
year, run more special features, and
arrive on a more reliable schedule.

The Horse's Mouth
It's not often that you get a chance to
have extensive discussions with the
horse's mouth, but we recently had
that opportunity. Since July of this
year there has been extensive discussion in the audio community, particularly the high-end segment, of Larry
Greenhill's review of three speaker
cables
in
Stereo Review (August,
1983, Ziff-Davis). From recent talks
with author Greenhill we've learned
that the most interesting story was
not in Stereo Review; instead it can be
found in the varying reactions from
different quarters, and what they say
about the high-end industry in general.
The commentaries have been many
and varied. About six weeks after the
SR article appeared, we were privileged to receive the preprint of a
critique by Peter Moncrieff, of 1AR.
This critique consumed 14 pages and
was unusually circumlocutory, even for
Peter. It went to great lengths to
pound SR's point of view into the
earth, and along with it a bit of the
reader's patience. Many just criticisms of Greenhill's article (as published in Stereo Review) were made,
but that's not all; IAR's critique went
on to introduce questionable theoretical constructs: a concept known as
"the vinegar effect"; an analogy which
likened
the
performance
anxieties
surely experienced by the listening
panel to sexual performance anxieties;
a radical proposition with respect to
left-brain right-brain separation as it
affects the outcome of psychoacoustic
experiments.
Unfortunately,
in
my
eyes, the IAR critique's ponderous
5

length and doubtful points obscured
what was in fact legitimate criticism
of the SR cable review.
IAR circulated this preprint to a
variety of high-end manufacturers and
magazines (I got my copy from a
skeptical Larry Klein, no less, formerly of Stereo Review). The purpose was
to alert this community to the danger
posed by the variety of misleading
analyses employed in SR's speaker
cable article, to decry Stereo Review's
standard
position
on
audible
differences (the title of the critique is
"Three Strikes and You're Out"), and
to
suggest
a boycott
of
Stereo
Review's advertising pages. Responses
were solicited with the promise of
printing them intact in whatever form
they came.
To my mind the most remarkable
aspect of the IAR story was its
consumption of an entire issue of IAR
Hotline .Icould only but think, "Gee,
Peter,
why
spend
so
much
time
demonstrating what everyone's known
for time immemorial: Stereo Review is
committed to badmouthing high-end
audio." I was surprised when the IAR
Hotline eventually came out (three
months later than scheduled); a large
number of people had actually written
to voice dismay at the speaker cable
article, to testify as to the audibility
of different speaker cables, and to
decry high-end's lack of muscle in the
marketplace. Apparently the issue was
more •
-ontroversial than I thought.
Then Iheard of even more reaction.
Hans Fantel of the New York Times
wrote a piece pointing to the Stereo
Review article as yet more proof that
high-end audio people were raving
lunatics
in
their
insistence
that
seemingly minor
factors can have
major effects on the sound. Gregory
Sandow of The Absolute Sound wrote a
piece for The Wall Street Journal
(November 29, 1983) pointing up the
differences between TAS (and its ilk)
* This issue (Hotline #27) is available
as the first issue of your subscription
to 1AR ($29) or individually for $2.50;
send money to 1AR, 2449 Dwight Way,
Berkeley, CA 94704.
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and Stereo Review as exemplified by
Larry Greenhill's article on speaker
cables. In their September issue, TAS
ran a comment on the SR article, a few
letters in response to it, and a very
funny "play" starring Julian Hearse,
Antonio
Stradivarius
(sic),
David
Ramada-Inn, Gordon Sales, and Hairy
Person.
By this time Stereophile readers
who haven't read SR's original article
should be running to their shelves,
wastebaskets, or libraries to see what
could possibly have been said in
Stereo Review to generate all this
controversy. And that's just the point:
controversy, no matter the source,
generates interest and sells magazines. The most interesting comment
of all comes from William Livingston,
editor of Stereo Review, in a letter
circulated to SR's "comp" list and
addressed
to
"Friends
of
Stereo
Review":
"In the August issue of Stereo
Review we published an article by
Laurence Greenhill
in which he
described the results of listening
tests. ..The article turned out to
be a somewhat bigger news story
than we realized. . . The letters
came from everywhere from Ogden,
Utah, to Montevideo, Uruguay... I
have never responded to the charge
that Stereo Review is an enemy of
the high end. Anyone who reads the
magazine regularly knows that this
charge is unfounded. ..While such
letters
may not prove anything
conclusive about speaker cables,
they prove to me that Stereo Review
is a magazine with a very high
degree of reader involvement. We
are a magazine
that makes
a
dif ference."*
Not surprisingly from the tone of this
letter, SR's "comp" list is composed
mostly of advertisers.
What does Stereophile think of the
SR cable review flap? Well, we're in an
unusual position, because we've seen
both the article Stereo Review printed
* "A Memo From the Editor", William
Livingstone, November 1983.

and the original article as submitted
by Larry Greenhill. Ispent some of my
undergraduate years studying the New
Testament. Much of New Testament
scholarship is devoted to analyzing the
different contributions made by the
"authors" of the different gospels as
they passed along orally the traditions
they had received. Believe me, if the
evangelists made the changes in their
oral traditions that
Stereo Review
made to Larry Greenhill's article, the
New Testament might read like Fear of
Granted, SR reported the data just
as Larry Greenhill gathered it—in
fact,
some of
the data actually
contradicts the written part of the
article. Then, of course, SR inserted a
lot of their editorial opinions about the
inaudibility of different components
and general scoffing at high-end audio
nuts. They really put it to the reader,
though, when they made up their
conclusion to Greenhill's article:
". ..the results demonstrate that
while Monster Cable and 16-gauge
lamp cord are both audibly different
from and probably superior to 24gauge wire, 16-gauge is good enough
to be indistinguishable from Monster Cable when playing music. An
esoteric cable would have to be
substantially better than Monster
Cable in order to be demonstrably
superior on 16-gauge wire. . . So
what do our fifty hours of testing,
scoring, comparing, and listening to
speaker cables amount to? Only that
16-gauge lamp cord and Monster
Cable are indistinguishable from
each other with music and seem to
be superior to the 24-gauge wire
commonly sold or given away as
'speaker cable.' Remember, however, that it was a measurable
characteristic—higher
resistance
per foot—that made 24-gauge sound
different from the other cables. If
the cable runs were only 6 instead
of
30
feet,
the
overall cable
resistances would have been lower
and our tests would probably have
found no audible differences between the three cables."*
* Stereo Review, August, 1983, P.51.

Careful readers of the article as
printed will know that this conclusion
does not present an accurate description of the data that was gathered.
Even more interesting, Stereo Review's
editors entirely created that ending.
Author Greenhill's original manuscript
has none of the offensive language
that eventually appeared. Here's how
he put it:
"The striking outcome is that the
panel accurately heard and named
speaker cables
in
5 out of 6
comparisons. . . The listeners felt
pleased after this listening test
battery: they had heard real differences! After the 50 hours of
testing, scoring, comparing, and
just
plain
listening,
they were
exhausted but felt accomplished.
Both Monster Cable and twenty-four
gauge wire could be heard reliably
under double blind conditions." *
Big difference, wouldn't you say?
Yet Greenhill's original actually allows
for two totally different interpretations of the data. One measure of the
reliability of a series of identifications is known as chi square, or
binomial, statistical analysis. Using
this method, a prediction is made as
to the probability of the identifications
having
occurred
by chance.
Another measure of reliability, one
commonly
used
in
psychoacoustic
experiments, is the 75% rule: if a
subject's
identification
(of
the
speaker cable, in this instance) is
correct more than 75% of the time, the
difference identified will almost certainly be audible—presumably to most
people, most of the time.
When Stereo Review wrote their
conclusions, they essentially threw out
all the tests where a subject was
unable to identify the cables more than
75% of the time; Greenhill, on the
other hand, was impressed that his
group of 11 listeners could pick, with
better than 999 to 1 odds, between 16
guage zipcord, 24 guage zipcord, and
11.5 guage Monster Cable (using the
**
"Listening
Tests
On
Speaker
Cables,"
the
original
submission,
pages 23 and 29. Larry Greenhill.
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chi
square
method
of
statistical
analysis). Greenhill's original report,
which is three times the length of the
published one, makes it possible to
evaluate the two methods fairly. It's
certainly possible to distinguish between 24-guage and either Monster or
16-guage; one can reliably distinguish
between 16-guage and Monster (using
the best test signal, pink noise), but
the differences are right at the edge
of audibility so that many listeners
won't notice them, and the most acute
listeners will.
I think it's unfortunate that more
of the original report didn't make it
into print, instead being sacrificed to
SR's editorial viewpoints. Greenhill and
his friends from the Audiophile Society
(who provided 8 of the listeners for
the cable test) have tried several
double-blind listening tests, and none
of them have come up with positive
results (i.e, reliable identification of
the components in question). Here they
finally achieve success in the form of
interesting results, but those results
are obscured by the time the report
makes it into print. The first interesting result is that the listening panel's
preconceptions of cable performance
had a large effect on
perceived
differences between cables when they
knew which
cables
were
in
use.
Second, differences were still perceived in double-blind testing, but to a
much
lesser
degree.
Third,
panel
members
were
surprised
that
the
differences between cables were so
subtle and difficult to distinguish.
Fourth, the performance of different
panel members varied widely: there
was one truly amazing "ear" amongst
them, and four very good ones. Fifth,
differences
between
very
similar
cables (none of them using exotic
materials or cable geometry in their
construction) could still be reliably
picked out, even when (in one trial)
the resistances of the different wires
were
artificially
matched
with
a
potentiometer. Sixth, pink noise is a
better test signal for discrimination
than the choral music selection used
(not necessarily all music). With a list
of positive results such as this, it
8

really makes you wonder why SR chose
to emphasize only the negative.
Much can be learned from the
coverage afforded the cable article.
Stereo Review has used Larry Greenhill's
article
by
distorting
it
to
represent their well-established editorial positions. IAR has used it to draw
attention to its role as savior of the
consumer and of the high-end industry.
TAS has capitalized on the humor
possibilities, and taken the opportunity to again attack Julian Hirsch
(Hearse)—at whose feet I feel this
matter is unjustly laid. Hans Fantel,
who must have read only the conclusions and not the data, used the SR
article
to
justify
his
hithertoannounced scorn for esoterica. The
Wall Street Journal seemingly has no
axe to grind, but Gregory Sandow has
used
their pages
to not
unfairly
promote The Absolute Sound, for whom
he also writes.
Significant harm has been done,
however. Truly esoteric speaker cables
(of which
New Monster Cable is
definitely not one) have been maligned
in the eyes of that portion of SR's
550,000 readers who are not intellectually discriminating—and without
even being tested. The
cause of
"scientific"
testing
has
not
been
helped; here was a successful test
which earned its author and participants not fame but infamy. The test
really pointed the way to many new and
interesting experiments: does the ABX
switcher (reviewed in these pages,
Volume 5, Number 5) help or hinder
such
experiments;
would
esoteric
cables show more marked differences
in a similar test; what other components could be evaluated under doubleblind conditions?
Larry Greenhill's position in the
high-end community has been changed
substantially, at least in the short
run. Several manufacturers now refuse
to talk to him, and a magazine he
works for (High Performance Review)
has even been denied the opportunity
to review a certain manufacturer's
products. Attacked by all manner of
underground magazine (whose ranks he
once felt a part of), Larry has hardly

known which end was up these last few
months. On the other hand, he has only
himself to thank. He did sign off on
the article as printed, with adequate
time for review, although there was a
lot of pressure to accept the changes
suggested by SR's editors. His personal opinion is that it would be wise
for him (and for others who write for
those magazines whose primary interest is attracting advertisements) to
be most
careful
about what they
approve for publication. In keeping
with Larry Greenhill's desire that the
whole issue simply go away, we close
our
review
of
the
cable
article
situation with a plea for a more
objective stance from Stereo Review,
who had the chance to expose as a
success this attempt to differentiate
between slightly varying components,
and a plea for many more tests such
as the one carried out by Greenhill.

The "Hot News" About Amber
Poor
Amber
Electronics
has
been
wondering what is the advantage of
having Stereophile for a friend. We
started out with a very positive review
on their Series 70 amplifier (still a
good deal, by the way). But we got the
price wrong—we reported $450, it's
actually $579.
Just prior to the publication of
Volume 6, Number 4, JGH had trouble
getting in touch with Amber on the
phone (their phone service was being
changed around), and prepared an item
for Hot News inquiring as to Amber's
whereabouts. Just prior to printing
that issue Ireceived a call from Keith
Rosenfeld, Amber's president, and it
was clear that nothing was wrong with
Amber (we were worried, since it's
possible
for
even
good
high-end
companies to go down the tubes these
days). JGH prepared an alternate Hot
News item, but in pasteup there was
confusion
and
two
jumbled
lines
remained of the original reference to
Amber, generating lots
of nervous
phone calls for them.
Hot News in 6-5 tried to correct
the situation, but we put our foot in it
again! Here's the straight dope:

1) Three-quarters of Amber's stock
was purchased in July of 1983 by a
multi-national corporation that also
owns
Bertagni Electroacoustic
Systems.
2) Keith Rosenfeld is president of
Amber, as he has been all along.
3) Manufacturing facilities have moved
to California, but headquarters remain
in Charlottesville, Virginia.
4) The phones work fine—the number is
(804)296-5696.
Perhaps for Amber, no Hot News is
good Hot News.

To Stereophile and the CD
Stereophile's attendance at the winter
CES was greeted by many questions
with regard to our perceived unqualified support of both Compact Disc and
digital recording. We had hoped it
would be clear by now that our support
for Compact Disc is not unqualified—
but it apparently is not clear.
For the record:
Stereophile has
tested two digital recorders, the Sony
PCM-1 and PCM-F1, and found (as have
many
others)
that
both
did
an
extraordinary job of copying analog
originals and an excellent job at live
recording compared to similarly priced
analog units. We have good reason to
believe that digital recording is not
inherently injurious to recorded sound.
Stereophile has reviewed (at the
time of this writing) four CD players
and found some differences but a
similar general character.
We have listened to 40+ Compact
Discs and found enormous variations in
sound quality; we have no access to
original master tapes and are thus
unable to assess the contribution made
by either CD manufacture or the CD
playback
process
to
the
sound—
although this opportunity may come up
in the near future. But Stereophile
sees no reason why Compact Disc
cannot offer facsimile reproduction of
the tapes from which they're made.
Finally, our suspicions are aroused
by the recurrent bad CDs to which
virtually
all
listeners
have
been
exposed. Let me clarify. Even though
the best CDs, in our opinion, exceed
9

the
potential
of
analog
in
some
respects and fall short in others—in
other words, they're a worthy competitor—most CDs sound quite terrible.
Now, you can say that the medium has
potential, but when so many examples
aren't good you wonder if the medium
isn't doing something to the sound,
something that occurs in some instances and not in others. Doug Sax
has written a letter to Hi-Fi News &
Record Review with caustic words for
the
Sony PCM-1600
series
digital
recorder and the changes it makes to
the sound during editing and copying;
each generation that's run through the
Sony unit involves a degradation in
sound
quality,
in
unmusical
and
disharmonic fashion. If Doug's analysis
is correct, this problem (which could
affect all CDs to some extent since an
original tape has to be put in the 1600
format before being made into a CD
master), goes a long way to explaining
some of the variability in CD quality:
the more editing and copying done in
1600 form, the worse the sound.
Which brings us to the misperception of Stereophile's stand on the
issue. To a certain extent, we are to
blame
for
the
misperception.
The
following answer to a letter appeared
in Volume 6, Number 5:
If you, or any other readers for
that matter, are considering the
purchase of a $1000 turntable . . .
you might consider instead the
purchase of a CD player, which can
be had for slightly less than the
cost of a top turntable and will give
you much better sound. (page 62)
We simply went overboard in our
support of a medium that has such
great potential. We don't know if a
Compact
Disc
player
can
provide
"much better sound" than a combination of top analog equipment.
Why? The big reason is lack of good
software. Of the CDs we've auditioned,
only 4 or 5 can hold a candle to the
many great analog discs. CD is truly in
its infancy. The great CDs are very
good—but that's no reason to abandon
the pursuit of excellent analog disc
reproduction for all it's worth. There's
just too much wonderful music on
10

analog records. And the manufacturers
of
analog
record-playing equipment
have been working harder than ever to
get absolutely the best from those
analog grooves. Pursuant
to this,
Stereophile will be reviewing the best
analog equipment we can get our hands
on, and pushing out the reviews—you'll
see them in the next four issues.

Erne]
Many readers got in touch to query
the repetition that occurred in the
article by Doug Sax in Volume 6
Number 5. This error was created in
assembling the magazine; Doug does
not normally repeat himself like this,
and the whole article did appear.
The best comment came from Bruce
Bidle, who sent a postcard saying:
"I hereby offer my services as
Stereophile's proofreader. I hereby
offer my services as Stereophile's
proofreader."

Letters
(cont'd from page 67)
From what we are told there is no
truth to either rumor—but I wouldn't
be too sure.
To begin with, many of the CDs
released to date were mastered on
Sony's PC M-1600 digital recorder, the
same format used by CD. Analogmastered recordings, of course, go
straight to the PCM-1600 format. The
recordings in question must therefore
be
Tel arc
(Soundstream),
English
Decca (their own) or Scotch 3M. We
have confirmation from Telarc that
their recordings are bit-converted to
the 1600 format, rather than going
through a D-to-A and A-to-D conversion. Decca's CDs are among the bestsounding, so it's likely bit conversion
was used there as well. We have no
info on other digital recorders.
We have heard the rumors of
compressed CDs as well, particularly
with respect to Philips.
We hope
they're not true. Please, Philips, write
and deny this nasty talk!

NEW PRODUCTS
Panasonic's latest contributions to the
home-electronics field were described
in a stack of press releases almost an
inch thick. Among the items of interest
were:
A Model
RN-15 microcassette
dictation recorder with voice-actuated
operation ($129.95).
The world's smallest color TV set,
the CT-101 (or TR-101, depending on
which sheet you read), a palmable
portable receiver/monitor with a 1-1/2"
diagonal color picture tube. A magnifying lens is supplied. The publicity
release did not cite its price.
A Model SL-N15 belt-drive straightline-tracking turntable with a built-in
RIAA
preamp/equalizer,
for
direct
connection to any system's high-level
inputs.
The
arm
is
equipped
to
accommodate the new P-mount car-

tridges whose dimensions are supposedly so standardized as to need no
tangency or force adjustments when
changing cartridges. For information,
write Panasonic, oie Panasonic Way,
Secaucus, NJ 07094.

Thiel Audio Products Company (1042
Nandino Blvd., Lexington, KY 40511)
has added a Model
CS3
speaker
system to its line. Frequency response
is claimed to be within +/-1.5 dB from
22 to 18,000 Hz and phase shift within
10 degrees of minimum. Bass response
is held "flat" down to 20 Hz by
electronic LF equalization. The system
is priced at $1800 per pair. We have
been fortunate to receive one of the
first of these systems and you'll read
about it here first.

Panasonic's SL-Nl 5 Turntable
1I

liarman/Kardon's CD491 Cassette Deck

lummin 'union
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Hannan/Kardon's CD291 Cassette Deck
Harman/Kardon has three new cassette
decks, all equipped with the Dolby 1-1X
Professional headroom extension system. The CD291, with Dolby B and C,
retails for $435. The CD391 also has a
closed-loop capstan drive and sells for
$575. The top-of-the-line CD491 has all
the features of the 391 plus dual
capstans and separate record and play
heads; it retails for $785 (Harman/Kardon,
240
Crossways
Park
West,
Woodbury, NY 11797).
Naiad
Products
has
introduced
a
"Profile
Series" of audio-component
cabinets
featuring
removable
rear
panels,
high-strength
adjustable
shelves with steel supports, pushrelease magnetic door latches and
hooded
twin-wheel
casters.
(Naiad
Products, Inc., Box 1250, Falls Station, Niagara Falls, NY 14303.)
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Naiad's "Profile Series"

The
David
Hafler
Company
(5910
Crescent
Blvd.,
Pennsauken,
NJ
08109) unveiled a new preamplifier
(the DH-100) designed "to match any
program
to
any
power
amplifier."
Except for bass and treble controls, it

is a no-frills unit that will sell for
$200 assembled or a budgetable $150
in kit form. An example of this preamp
has been received in Santa Fe and will
be reviewed shortly.

The liafler DH-100 preamplifer

Robert Grodinsky has a new dynamicrange expander, the Signature One. A
full-band
unit,
the
Signature One
offers expansion in both channels
individually, unlike its only competitors (the dbx models 3 and 4) which
expand both channels simultaneously.
Stereophile's Bill Sommerwerck has
listened to the Signature One and his
review of it will appear in Volume 6,
Number 7.

The
new
Reference
Recordings'
"Dafos," whose earthquake-like low
end created such a stir in the PS Audio
room at Summer CES, can be ordered

directly from the manufacturer at Box
77225X, San Francisco, CA 94107. The
price is $16.98 postpaid. A quick listen
to our review copy has persuaded us
that this new release from RR is a
leading contender in the "interesting
and
weird
sounds"
department
of
audiophile recordings. Lest this be
interpreted negatively, let me add that
the record has very wide dynamic
range, tremendous ambience, and is of
real musical interest. I suspect it will
become,
like
Sheffield's
"Arnanda
McBroom" and "Drum Record" and
RR's own "Symphonie Fantastique," a
sure find on the shelves of any
audiophile.

The Grodinsky Signature Series One Expander

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
Audio Technica AT 666 EX
Disc Stabilizer
A vacuum holddown device for turntables. Weight: 3 lbs. Diameter: 11.8
inches. Thickness: 0.37 inches. Evacuation pump (included) requires 2 C-cell
batteries.
Price:
$295.
MANUFACTURER: Audio Technica U.S.,
1221
Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224.
Okay fellas, throw away your weights,
your clamps, and your sticky mats.
This is the only add-on "disc stabilizer" that really kills disc resonances.
The AT 666EX is the closest thing
to a Rube-Goldberg device that audio
has seen since the Transcriptors "Vestigal" tone arm. It is a completely
self-contained vacuum hold-down system similar in action to those used on
professional
disc-cutting
lathes.
It
consists of a 3-1b. three-eighths-inchthick disc of duraluminum with two
concentric sealing rings of soft, shiny
plastic, one around the periphery, the
other surrounding a disc's label area.
It
is
supplied with a cute
little
battery-operated vacuum pump and a
length of flexible tubing for connection
to a nipple at one side of the device. A
holddown jig with rubber-tipped radial
arms is used to seat the disc on the
seals to establish the vacuum, and
there is enough evacuated volume to
keep most discs firmly clamped for
upwards of an hour—more than enough
for a single-side play.
The pump uses two C-cell batteries, which under this kind of intermittent use should give upwards of 500
to 600 evacuation cycles (assuming
alkaline batteries). There is no attachment for an external DC source.
Because the Stabilizer is so thick,
most platter spindles will not protrude
far enough above it to center a disc.
For
this
reason,
AT supplies
an
extension spindle which snaps into the
center of the Stabilizer. If the main
spindle is now too long to permit the
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Stabilizer to sit on the main platter,
the thin, soft mat supplied with the
device can be inserted between it and
the underlying platter, or you can use
a thicker mat if it is necessary to
obtain even more clearance there. I
encountered a possibly minor glitch
with the snap-in spindle; it didn't seat
quite perfectly, causing it to tilt
slightly to one side. This looks a lot
worse than it sounds.
Perhaps the most remarkable thing
about this crazy gadget is that it
actually works! Not only does it hold
the disc with the tenacity of a hungry
leech, but it also deadens modulationihduced vinyl resonances more effectively than does any clamp (that we've
tried) anchoring only the center or
label area of the disc. It even kills a
vast
amount
of
airborne
acoustic
feedback when any such exists. There
is no tendency for a disc's outer edge
to lift, coolie style (the commonest
failing of center clamps), or for mild
warps to cause contact of one part of
the disc while another part sails above
the mat.
Without
even
listening
for
the
improvement in the sound, the effectiveness
of
this
system
can
be
assessed easily and dramatically by
placing the cartridge on a stationary
disc, turning the volume up to what
would normally be a fairly loud setting,
evacuating the Stabilizer, and tapping
the disc surface right in front of the
cartridge with a hard, light object like
a ball-point pen. The usual response to
this, depending on the underlying mat,
varies from a loudly resonant bonk to
a loud, thudding boom. With the AT
Stabilizer, this produces only a dull,
faint "bup." On program material, the
amount
of
improvement
heard will
depend to some extent on how much
acoustic
feedback
your
system
is
normally prone to, but the improvement can vary from significant to truly
dramatic. In my case it was dramatic.
Bass was noticeably tighter and more

solid, and the entire audio spectrum
was cleaner and more detailed. In fact,
the AT Stabilizer made analog discs
sound quite a bit more in some
respects like digital Compact Discs,
substantially reducing the congestion
during loud passages and bass looseness at high listening levels that had
always been major differences between
analog and CD sound.
So much for the good news; now to
the bad news. First of all, the last two
letters (EX) of the model number
undoubtedly stand for EXpensive, for
that it is. It will set you back a cool
$295. And that's only for starters.
Three pounds is a significant amount
of weight to add to any turntable's
suspension system. Some have strong
enough springs to adjust for proper

floating isolation, others will simply
bottom out and no amount of spring
adjustment will
raise
them
aloft.
Unfortunately there is no way of
telling
whether
or
not
a given
suspension will accommodate the extra
weight without trying it, so if your A-T
dealer doesn't happen to have one of
your TTs on display, you'll have to
work out some kind of arrangement
whereby you borrow the Stabilizer or

bring your TT into the store for a trial
setup.
Then there is a question of what all
that extra weight is going to do to
your turntable's bearing system. For
example, a small ball bearing on a
Teflon disc could easily split that disc
with 3 lbs. of additional loading on it.
The degree of risk here can be
estimated with reasonable accuracy
from the weight of your turntable's
platter assembly (inner plus outer, if
separable). If they weigh 4 lbs. or
less, you've got a good chance of
doing bearing damage with that extra 3
lbs. of weight. If your platter assembly
weighs more than 4 lbs., the risk
diminishes
rapidly
as
this
weight
increases.
(This
makes
sense
of
course;
the
heavier
the
turntable

platter, the smaller the percentage of
additional load that will be added to
the bearing by the Stabilizer.)
But that's not all. Some discs won't
hold the vacuum seal for more than a
few minutes. A deep scratch where
either sealing ring contacts the disc
will cause vacuum loss, as will any
dust particles between the disc and
the seals. In fact, this device adds
new meaning to the word "ritual" when
15

playing a disc. You must now clean the
seals and both sides of your disc
before playing it, and you must stop
the platter between sides, release the
vacuum drain, wait a few seconds
before flipping the disc, close the
drain, attach and use the vacuum
pump, disconnect the pump, and restart the platter. (Remember simplicity?)
Iencountered a mild problem due to
the altitude here in Santa Fe (7000 ft).
The vacuum pump's automatic shutoff
is triggered by the pressure differential between the vacuum and the
outside air, and there was not enough
outside-air pressure here to activate
the shutoff. Full vacuum was obtained
by counting down to about 67 seconds.
Also because of the low atmospheric pressure, the incidence of
discs losing their vacuum was higher
here
than
it would
be at
lower
altitudes. Vacuum loss is not, however, an unmitigated disaster; either
you will hear the loss of overall detail
and bass firmness and be able to reevacuate the device, or you won't and
will never know anything was the
matter. But because of the everpresent possibility of holddown loss, I
hesitate to recommend this to the kind
of neurotic who is
likely to sit
listening with breathless anticipation
for the first signs of a change in
sound quality—hardly a formula for
relaxed listening.
When the holddown vacuum is lost,
the sealing rings lift the disc clear of
the underlying surface, providing less
disc damping than is obtained from a
conventional mat. There is no simple
solution here. Removing the Stabilizer
will lower the disc surface height,
changing the pickup's vertical tracking
angle. Piling a thick layer of mats on
the main platter will swallow up the
spindle.
Fortunately,
even
at
our
altitude, vacuum loss was a rare
occurrence, averaging once per 20 or
so plays.
One final cautionary note. The
octopus-like holddown jig, used to
establish the air seal when evacuating
the system, must be wielded with some
care to avoid bashing the cartridge
16

stylus.
Summing, up then, the Stabilizer is
a pain in the fundament to use, but—
as much as I hate to admit it—well
worth the effort (and the price). If
your turntable will accommodate it,
the Stabilizer can effect a greater
improvement in sound quality than you
are
likely
to
realize
from
any
component purchase of equivalent cost
(with the possible exception of a tone
arm). This is one lily-gilding device I
do not intend to part with. It works
like the proverbial charm.
Publisher's note:
Since JGH wrote this review, it has
been reported elsewhere that vacuum
devices have a tendency to damage the
underside of records. JGH had checked
for this possibility by holding down a
record with blank grooves for three
hours, theorizing that this should be
enough to show up any problems. Tests
on surface noise before and after the
evacuation revealed no difference.
One theory advanced for increased
noise speculates that the vacuum
draws off plasticizers from the record
surface. Two PVC chemists interviewed
by JGH suggested the following model:
vacuum sucks off the plasticizer,
which permeates the polyvinyl-chloride
(PVC) of which records are made; the
stylus
then
plays
the
frictionful
record groove, and pulls out hunks of
PVC as it goes; the next time you play
the record you hear the "potholes" in
the record groove. Over time, plasticizer may return to the surface from
below, but the damage has been done.
JGH went back and listened to his
hitherto-silent blank grooves.
Sure
enough, they were now noisy, thus
lending support to the missing plasticizer theory. Coincidentally, we had
loaned the Stabilizer to Sam Tellig
for comparison to his reference Oracle
mat. Sam was forced to throw out his
first test record in disgust, so noisy
did the underside become. Of course,
Sam has gone
on record against
cleaning records overly much, so that
may explain his dramatic results.
Many turntables now are using
vacuum to reduce disc resonance; all

people using such devices should be
cautious about their use until further
testing is done.
LA

Linn LV-X Basik
Tone Arm
Statically balanced tone arm with premounted cartridge. Removable headshell with adjustable overhang. Bias
adjustable via dial and internal spring.
Price $200 including MM cartridge.
DISTRIBUTOR:
Audiophile
Systems,
Ltd., 6842 Hawthorne Park Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46220.
In Volume 5, Number 3 of Stereophile
Ireviewed the Linn LVV Basik, which
was intended to be an economical tone
arm designed to do justice to the
better low- and middle-priced cartridges on the market. Linn had two
objectives in designing the LVV. Linn
believes that the turntable is the most

important element in the disc-playing
chain, followed by the tone arm and
then the cartridge. * Thus it makes
sense to combine an expensive turntable like the Linn Sondek with a highquality but reasonably priced arm. By
originally
including
an
inexpensive
Japanese MM cartridge by Nagaoka (or
* I disagree. I'd put the cartridge at
the top, followed by turntable and
arm. But this assumes that all are
better than merely good.
JGII

later an Audio Technica Basik II) in
the $150 purchase price of the LVV
arm, they were able to come up with a
disc-playing
system based on
the
famous Sondek rr for about $1150.
(The cost of the top-line Linn system,
with the LVII arm and Asak cartridge
is around $2100.) Linn claims that no
other combination of equipment costing
$1150 can equal the performance of
their $1150 system. Of course, another
obvious application of the LVV arm is
for
use
with
other
medium-priced
'tables such as the Walker CJ-55 and
the Thorens TD-160S.
To hold down the price of the LVV
and to simplify later upgrading to the
more costly LVII, the LVV was constructed from parts already available
and amortized for the LVII and from
modified, off-the-shelf Japanese tonearm parts. The geometry—the 'tablemounting components and the horizontal
bearing
and
vertical
support
structure—were taken from the LVII,

making it a drop-in replacement for the
LVV except for three additional holes
that are needed in the mounting board.
The rest of the arm—the arm tube,
counterweight,
headshell,
anti-skate
arrangement, anti-skate system and
vertical bearing structure were designed
specifically
for
this
arm.
Special parts were developed for the
arm tube, vertical bearing structure
and headshell. The arm tube is now
straight rather than S-curved. The
vertical bearing structure is more
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massive, to better handle the physical
energy imparted to the arm by the
cartridge. The wider placement of the
bearings
reduces
the
effects
of
torsional forces
on the arm. The
headshell is improved in two ways from
that of the LVV: It is much more rigid,
and while still detachable (permitting
easy cartridge changes—Hallelujah!),
it does not use the standard bayonet
attachment. Instead there is a C-clamp
and Allen-headscrew arrangement at
the headshell attachment point, allowing for a very tight coupling. The price
you pay for this is the inability to use
any of the standard headshells, but
what you gain is structural rigidity
approaching that of a nondetachable
headshell/arm unit.
Finally,
the
finish
has
been
changed from silver to black, and the
construction is in the best 3a,panese
tradition of mass production: *
it is
very attractive-looking.
The LVV review was rather a mixed
one.
It
reported
the arm to be
excellent but with one notable problem.
The
arm
sounded
open,
focused,
detailed
and
transparent,
with
a
smooth high end and tight bass, but it
had a pronounced ringing in the uppermiddle range. The LVX, for only $50
more, turns out to be the Basik arm I
was hoping for the first time around.
The ringing is gone and all the LVV
virtues remain, with a little more
quality added. The LVX is slightly
smoother and more effortless-sounding, it has tighter bass, more depth,
and noticeably better detail and focus.
Indeed, the detail and focus of this
arm are its greatest assets.
Unlike many arms, the performance
of the LVX is very well integrated; no
single aspect of
its performance,
either virtue or flaw, outweighs any
other.
During most of my auditioning I
used a modest disc setup consisting of
the LVX arm, a slightly modified ERA
MkVI turntable (an Osawa mat replaced the original one and the base is
** A generation ago, this would have
been a put-down.
How
things do
change!
JGH
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damped with Mortite), a Zeligman ZMod cartridge (a tweaked Grado Gl+).
The combination worked so well that I
called Mr. Zeligman to tell him, and
the first question he asked was if the
arm had widely spaced vertical bearings. It seems that Grado pickups, for
whatever reason,
thrive on widely
spaced vertical bearings. (Grado fans
please note!) The arm was also used
with a Grace F9E ruby pickup on an
expensive direct-drive turntable, the
Lux PD441, replacing an SME Type III
arm,
and
there
was
a similarly
satisfying improvement in bass tightness, focus, transparency and detailing.
I did not devote much time to the
cartridge supplied with the LVX, as it
is the same one that Idiscussed in my
LVV report. Briefly, it is more than
adequate if you want to postpone
buying a new pickup at the same time
as you buy the arm, but it is an
inexpensive cartridge that I would
advise replacing as soon as possible
with a better one.
In a nutshell, properly used and
considering its price, this arm gets
high marks. "Properly used" means
correctly mounted on a good turntable.
Never waste your money on a good arm
by throwing it at a mediocre turntable.
While Iam not sure Iagree with Linn's
contention that the 'table is the most
important part of a phono unit, I
wholeheartedly agree that it is not an
unimportant, passive device.
As good as the LVX is, Iwould not
recommend
using
it
with
a lowcompliance cartridge (which is what
many MCs are). Even Linn doesn't
recommend them with the LVX; they
don't even recommend their own Asak
MC pickup. Most of the cartridges
best suited for the LVX are MM types,
such as the Grados and Grace F9E
variants and, especially, the Shure V15-IV and -V and the Technics EPC 205
Mk Ill recently reviewed in Stereophile•
Unless you're willing to lay out a
lot more cash, you won't find a better
arm than the LVX. It is more than
worth the slight price increase over
the original LVV, and unless you are

The Audio Design 20A incorporates
something Iwould like to see more of:
a plug-in modular construction which
allows for quick, easy replacement of

of which blink Off when the amp's
output reaches 2 dB below outright
clipping. If any of these is permanently Off, it not only indicates a
bad module but will usually identify the
bad one. Clever!
Sonically, the
20A is undistinguished, which is to say it performs
exactly the way Iwould expect a solidstate amplifier of this price and power
rating to perform: very well but not
earthshakingly. Its overall sound is
similar to that of the Audionics CC-3
(which lists at $50 less) in that it has
superb low end and is slightly warmish
and laid-back through the middle range.
Its highs,
however, are a little less
silky-smooth and a little more crisp
than that of the CC-3, inner definition
(delineation of inner voices in complex
passages) is not quite as good, and
depth is slightly more compressed. But
the differences between these two
units are small enough that, if not
peas in a pod, they might be peas from
different pods.
In absolute terms, the 20A sounds

either audio channel without the need
for returning the unit to the factory.
Indeed, most of the 24 pages in the
instruction booklet are devoted to
servicing information.
There are two vertical rows of
three colored LEDs on the front panel,
all of which are supposed to be On in
the absence of signal and the topmost

more like your typical high-quality
solid-state amp than like a tubed unit,
and the usual caveats prevail:
It
sounds
better
with most
dynamic
speaker systems than with full-range
electrostatics.
In
fact,
the
20A's
instructions include a warning to the
effect that the amp should not be used
with loads of less than 2 ohms unless

really strapped for money I cannot
recommend saving the $50 difference.
As of now, I do not know of a better
arm for the money.
AE

Audio Design Model 20A
Power Amplifier
Solid-state
stereo amplifier. Rated
power: 100 watts/channel into 8 ohms
or
185 watts
into 4 ohms, both
channels driven. Max output current:
20 amperes. Power bandwidth (-3 dB)
and frequency response (+/-0.5 dB): 10
to
50k Hz. Rise time:
1.5 usec.
Sensitivity: 1.25 V in for rated output.
Damping factor: 100. Dimensions: 17"
W by 13-1/2" D by 5" H, overall.
Weight: 37 lbs. Price: $799. IMPORTER: Audio Design, Ltd., 1382 Kelton
Ave. 1/203, Los Angeles, CA 90024.
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coupling capacitors are added (and
they would have to be humongous
capacitors!). This immediately implies
that full-range electrostatics may be a
bad bet, because the input impedance
of their step-up transformers often
drops to well below 2 ohms below 20
Hz. And in fact I found that the 20A
popped the fuses on our Acoustat
Fours at
only higher-than-moderate
levels using digital (CD) signal sources with strong LP content.
Summing up the qualities of an
amplifier like this is difficult because,
like many others in its price class, it
is neither a worldbeater nor a failure,
but rather
(another) well-designed,
apparently reliable and sonically respectable unit. In a case like this, the
decision to buy the Audio Design or
some other amplifier becomes more a
matter of non-sonic attributes like
cost, convenience of service, and
dealer relationships.
3GH

Promethean "Green"
Phono Cartridge
Moving-magnet cartridge. Output 3.5
mv. Weight 7 grams. Compliance ca. 16
cu.
Price
$160.
MANUFACTURER:
Promethean Audio Labs, 130 E. Winnick, Las Vegas, NV 89109.
For the past seven years or so,
William Seneca, dedicated audiophile
and
erstwhile
professional
casino
gambler, has labored to create a
cartridge reflecting his views of the
phono transduction process. Eschewing
exotic
cantilevers
and
moving-coil
technology, Seneca has instead concentrated on improving the linearity of
the mechanical/electrical system in
order to achieve a high degree of
clarity and dynamic range.
His have not been from-the-groundup designs, but rather modifications of
the budget-priced Grado GF3 cartridge.
Only the original cantilever/stylus and
cartridge body are left essentially
unchanged. Seneca has changed the
cartridge internally
(in unspecified
ways) to "decrease the amount of
electrical
and
mechanical
energy
20

storage"—his words. Beyond that we
can only guess as to why this GF3
sounds so good in its new form.
Several versions of the Promethean
have been marketed under the "Phase
II" name as the design evolved. While

these early versions were promising,
the "Green," released in March of '83,
is clearly superior to earlier efforts.
The name is a mystery though.
There is nothing "green" about it,
either visibly or sonically. Perhaps
Seneca is alluding to the magical
transformation wrought by a princess
long ego on a certain presumably-green
frog.
The Promethean arrived just after I
had briefly listened to the Talisman S
cartridge from Sumiko. Iwas mightily
impressed with the Talisman S and
consider it to be one of the best
cartridges around, but as JGH will be
reviewing that in a later issue, Iwill
not elaborate.
Like most
MM cartridges,
the
Promethean Green is sensitive to its
resistive load; the 47k-ohm "standard"
is often not as good as a somewhat
higher or lower value. In the case of
the Green, however, 47K was chosen
as the best value of load, as lower
values caused unacceptable losses of
extreme high-end response—something
the cartridge cannot afford. More
about that subsequently.
Auditions were done with the Green
mounted in a Helius Aurum tone arm,
* That is too farfetched. I think it
much
more
likely
that
if
you
dismantle the cartridge you will find
it to have been painted green---on the
inside.
JGH

which combination yielded an arm/cartridge resonance in the vicinity of 10
Hz—a little lower than ideal. Thus,
because of the cartridge's 7-gram
weight, it is best used in low-mass
arms. Frankly I did not expect the
Promethean to approach the quality of
the Talisman S, but I was pleasantly
surprised. Resolution and inner detail ** were as good as that of any
cartridge
I have
heard
to
date,
certainly on a par with that of the
Talisman. Instrumental timbres sounded amazingly authentic, much unlike
the sound of most MC cartridges,
which tend to be lean and slightly
tizzy.
Doubting my first impression, I
conducted extended listening tests.
Living with the Green for several
weeks merely confirmed its excellence.
Its
forte is great musicality and
sweetness, combined with remarkable
clarity and focus up to about 10 kHz.
Upper treble, however, sounds slightly
rolled-off, and lacks some of the
delicacy and subtle detailing that I
have heard from some of the top
moving-coils. However, given a choice
between this and a high-end hardness
or
sizzle,
I would
unhesitatingly
choose the former.
Bass is firm and extended, and the
middle and upper-middle ranges remind
me of the best tubed electronics, with
excellent resolution of massed voices.
Imaging and soundstage reproduction
are excellent. Instruments sound the
correct size, locational images are
stable and definite, and hall acoustics
seem convincingly conveyed.
Tracking ability is very good but
not excellent. Some stress was audible
on very loudly cut discs.
In a nutshell, the new Promethean
Green combines sweetness, detail and
focus with a refreshing freedom from
irritations. Considering its price and
** For the benefit of new subscribers,
"inner detail" is that quality of sound
reproduction which allows one to hear
the individual voices or instruments in
comp/ex choral or symphonic music,
rather than merely a homogeneous
texture.
JGH

the fact that a step-up device is
required, it is a bargain. Its flaws
minor and tolerable. For now,
Green is one of my reference
tridges.

not
are
the
carCO

Publisher's note: a sample of the
Green has been provided for evaluation
by LA and JGH---a follow-up will
appear soon.

"The Pig" Lightweight
Recorci-holcidown Grip
Price: $7.95. IMPORTER: Music and
Sound Imports,
30 Snowflake Rd.,
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006.
The literature for this English-made
disc-holddown grip from the "See"
Corporation
(that's
actually
their
name) perpetuates some of what Ihave
long felt to be nonsense concerning
the use of so-called disc stabilizers.
There may be several reasons why
these devices sometimes improve the
sound, but it is almost certain that
one of them is not that they prevent

disc slippage on the platter. Even
without a soft mat, friction between
the outer edge of the disc and the
platter, plus the inertia of the rotating
disc, would be far more than enough to
prevent the disc from slipping during
those exceedingly brief moments when
the angle of groove excursion exceeds
45 degrees relative to the average
groove path. (Which is, theoretically,
the only time slippage might be able to
occur, because of increased drag on
the stylus.) Only under the special
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circumstance of a dished disc, where
its periphery is raised clear of the
platter, is it likely that slippage could
affect the sound, and it is just as
unlikely then that clamping a tiny area
surrounding the center spindle would
improve matters.
Even with a mat on the platter, a
stabilizer applied to the center may
worsen an already dubious situation by
lifting the disc periphery off the mat
(because of the depressed center of
many mats). In fact, the most that
these center stabilizers are generally
able to accomplish is to change the
sound, by altering the patterns and
frequencies at which system resonances occur. Heavy stabilizers, in
particular, tend to lower the natural
vibrating
frequency
of
a 'table's
suspension by increasing its mass, and
this may or may not improve an
already existing case of borderline
acoustic feedback. The result may thus

substance that might be neoprene but
then again might be something else,
the Pig slips easily over the spindle of
any turntable and stays put until
removed.
But does it improve the sound in
any way? Now that Ihave admitted to
skepticism about this whole business,
I can only report that it does change
the sound of some discs, very subtly,
and in ways that Iam not prepared to
describe as improvements or otherwise. But the Pig is no better or worse
than any other center clamp (although
quite a bit cheaper than most) in its
ability consistently to improve the
things that every stabilizer manufacturer claims are "dramatically improved"
by
his
product:
imaging,
detail, stability, dynamic range, etc.,
etc., etc.
So, if you believe, buy this. It will
do what you expect it to do. If you
share my skepticism about the whole
lot of them, put the money towards a
record.
3GH
And Now For Another Point of View...

be judged as an improvement in sound
or just the opposite. However, given
the average audiophile's remarkable
propensity for hearing what he expects
to hear, the very name "disc stabilizer" primes him to hear an improvement when he uses one.
The Pig (God only knows where that
name came from, but it's cute!) is for
people who know in their heart that
center stabilizers improve the sound.
It is the ultimate in simplicity, it is
light enough that it will not burden the
bearings of any platter, and it is very
inexpensive. Made of a rubberlike
22

Publisher's Note:
Just
to
show how reviewing
any
product is done in limited circumstance, where not all possibilities and
combinations are tried, we include the
following report from Dick Olsher. Dick
has
reservations
about
the
price
charged for the "Pig," which looks like
it couldn't cost more than a quarter to
manufacture in any quantity. But,
wonder of wonders: this little noaccount
lump
of
rubbery
plastic
transformed his
troublesome $1200
Pink Triangle, with it's acrylic turntable platter, into something much
more usable for a mere $7.50! How
often, 1ask, is it possible to work any
improvement in your system for $7.50?
Ah, the wonders of high-end audio. I
think it's ironic that one product can
be both a bargain in terms of value
received and a bad deal in terms of
list price versus cost-to-produce. One
thing's for sure: if you decide to try
the "Pig," and it's not what your
turntable needs, you won't be out much
money.

I've found the Pig to be quite
useful in the context of my Pink
Triangle turntable. The Pink Triangle's
subchassis
is
suspended on three
miniature springs which, together with
the platter's elevated pivot plane,
result in a suspension that is both
lively and readily overloaded. Hefty
record weights don't fare well with the
Pink Triangle—they tend to exacerbate
the suspension's tendency to wobble.
Similarly, clamps are difficult to apply
and remove because of the subchasis
springines s.
In contrast, the Pig slips easily on
and off the turntable spindle, and
accomplishes a task especially important with the Pink Triangle: intimate
contact between the record and the
platter. You see, the Pink Triangle's
platter is machined out of acrylic
stock, the idea being to match the
acoustic impedance of the platter to
that of the record vinyl. A principal
problem
in
damping
stylus-induced
vibrations in discs is the transfer of
energy from the disc to the mat or
turntable platter.
One school thinks the mat should
by soft and absorb as much energy as
possible from the record and totally
deaden it. The other school (represented by Pink Triangle and others by
now, notably Sonographe by Precision
Fidelity) feels there's a fly in that
ointment: by using a soft, rubbery
material for the mat, a dissimilarmaterials interface is set up which will
result
in
stylus-induced
vibrations
being reflected back into the record,
rather
than
absorbed.
This
latter
school likes a hard surface, frequently
a plastic, to interface easily with the
record. To date, we have not seen
experimental evidence to support one
or the other point of view, so all we
can do is listen.
The point of all this talk is to
emphasize the importance of intimate
contact between record and platter or
mat, particularly in the case of the
Pink
Triangle.
After
all,
if
the
interface is record-to-air you're not
going to get any transfer of energy.
Without intimate contact, records tend
to "chatter" or rattle while spinning.

This results in spurious vibration fed
back to the cartridge, the sonic endresult
being
a muddying
of
the
playback signal and an increase in
high-frequency distortion. The best
(but most expensive) solution would be
a vacuum
hold-down
system,
the
expedient solution a clamp.
The distributors of the Pig claim it
to be a grip rather than a clamp, but
this is mere semantics. The effect of
the Pig is to push the record into more
intimate contact with
the
acrylic
platter of the Pink Triangle; sonically,
the Pig manages to clean up the
midbass and lower midrange frequencies to a noticeable extent. Music's
fundamentals emerge less fettered by
overlying haze and mud.
I'm not
certain that the Pig will work as well
with other turntables, but it might
well. And although I find its sonic
benefits worthwhile, I've just got to
balk at the asking price of the Pig.
Really guys, $7.50 for a black rubber
nipple?
DO

Morel MLP-202
Speaker System
Two-way system with
1" soft-dome
tweeter and 6" free-edge woofer in
sealed enclosure. Power rating: 150
watts. Impedance: 5 ohms nominal.
Sensitivity: 87 dB, 1 watt, 1 meter.
Amplifier
requirement:
10
to
200
watts. Crossover: 1600 Hz. Dimensions: 13" H by 8" W by 9" D. Weight:
13 lbs. Price: $395/pair. MANUFACTURER: Morel Acoustics USA, 414
Harvard St., Brookline, MA 02146.
Another in the endless procession of
small loudspeakers claimed to perform
like large ones, these Israeli-made
units come closer to meeting that
claim than most.
The MLP-202 is a two-way system a
little bigger than a shoebox, with a
sealed woofer enclosure. The woofer is
described as being "free-edged," whatever that means. The outer edge is no
more free than that of any other
woofer, and the accompanying litera23

and richness than is in the program.
With the ears 20 to 30 degrees above
their axes, the sound becomes more
neutral and alive. In this position
apparent sound-source distances more
closely
approximate
those
of
the
original recording. The exaggeration of
distance persists, however; there is

ture makes no mention of this, so it
remains a mystery until the manufacturer clarifies it.
Neither did the paperwork accompanying our speakers have anything to
say about room placement, so we tried
several options and ended up choosing
the
most
common
one
for
small
200
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speakers: well away from the room
corners
and
elevated
on
stands.
Because the speakers (like most small
ones) image so well, lateral placement
and orientation for imaging was not
critical. We placed
subtending and
converging into an angle of 45 degrees
with the listening seat and felt no
further need to diddle.
Sonically, these don't sound like
small speakers. In fact, down to their
relatively limited low-end limit, they
are superbly balanced and unctuously
rich-sounding. Their sound is, however,
very height-dependent, changing noticeably in middle-range content when
one rises from a sitting to a standing
position. This can be viewed as a flaw
or a blessing, depending on how you
feel about it. It means you have to
stay seated to hear them the way you
want them to sound, but it also means
you can adjust that sound over a
rather wide range merely by adjusting
their height relative to your ears
(presumably when seated).
With the listener's ears 5 to 15
degrees above the speakers' axes,
they have a pronounced upper-middlerange suckout that tends to back
things off and add much more warmth
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just less of it (than with the speakers
higher) and of a different "flavor."
In other words, by adjusting the
distance and height of these speakers
you can possibly get the kind of sound
you like—unless, that is, you want
truly close-up sound sources to sound
close up.
Regardless of height (within limits), the sound of the Morels is
remarkably well balanced, and the lack
of deep low end is not all that
noticeable except in program material
which relies heavily on it (like the
Saint-Saens "Organ" symphony). The
system sounds essentially flat down to
around 55 Hz, and actually puts out
considerable pressure from material
which Iknow to be in the vicinity of 45
Hz! Extreme highs are quite soft and
closed-in but smooth and musical.
Stereo imaging is very good, although not quite as dramatically good
as
I have heard (from the MikK
Satellites, for example). Depth is well
reproduced except for the exaggeration
of depth noted above. Dynamic range is
not a strong point of the Morels
(unlike the Fried Q/2s reviewed in 64), sounding somewhat compressed.
Instrumental timbres are generally

well reproduced, within the constraints
of the system's slightly backed-off,
warmish sound. Violin timbre is unusually good,
lacking
the
steeliness
which has made reproduced solo violin
so unpopular with record listeners.
(Some real fiddles are bright, but
rarely hard.) And the 202s will play at
surprisingly high volume (around 95
dB) without strain, even from digital
sources with the kind of
strong,
percussive low end that bottoms-out
most small speakers.
Those who've been reading this
magazine for some time know that a
recessed midrange is one of my pet

peeves. Even more surprising that I
should find these Morels quite good.
At their price range there is considerable competition: the Spectrum 208s,
the Pyramid Met7, the Fried Q/2, the
Spendor Prelude, the Spica SC- and
TC-50. Even so, we can recommend the
Morel 202s as overall a musically oriented speaker, with the reservations
noted above, and have added them to
Class D of our Recommended Components.
JGH

Audionics CC-3
Power Amplifier
Stereo power amplifier with mono
bridging capability. Rated power: 70
watts/channel into 8 ohms stereo or
225 watts into 8 ohms bridged mono.
Power bandwidth: 3 dB down at 5 Hz
and 70k Hz. Dimensions: 19" W by 31/2" H by 12-1/2" D, overall. Weight:
22 lbs. Price: $749. MANUFACTURER:
Audionics of Oregon, P. 0. Box 969,
University
Station,
Portland,
OR
97207.
As an audio manufacturer, Audionics
seems to have an unjustified reputation for dullness. Their products are
far above your average mass-hi-fi lines
in performance, yet they seem somehow lacking in the pizzazz of some of
the more "glamorous" brand names like
Threshold
and
Conrad-Johnson.
No
Audionics component has even been
"discovered" by Peter Aczel, chosen
"component of the month" by Harry
Pearson, or rated "Class 1" by Peter
Moncrieff. Perhaps this is because
Audionics president Charles Wood is
too much the serious, down-to-earth,
competent designer and not enough the
flamboyant eccentric to become a
legend in his own time. Or perhaps,
and more likely, it is simply because
Audionics' designs
have been
too
conservative in circuitry and styling to
create
warring
factions
of
shrill
supporters and denigrators who help to
keep public attention focused on some
of the more extreme designs.
It can probably be truthfully said
that Audionics is one of the most
middle-of-the-road electronics manufacturers in the U.S. Its products are
generally priced in the medium range,
the
firm has
never made a bad
product, and neither has it ever made
one that redefined the standards of
performance. The virtue of Audionics
products,
and
probably
the
main
reason the brand has been around for
so long, is that they always offer
excellent value for the money. Every
one of them has been inferior to some
other higher-priced ones, but none that
I can recall has ever taken second
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place to anything else of comparable
cost. Their latest power amp, the CC3, continues in this tradition.
Audionics' literature for the CC-3
also covers a model 275-A which would
appear to be one and the same thing.
It isn't. The difference is that the CC3 is for rack mounting (in the standard
19-inch width) and has fast-responding
peak-overload indicators on its front

panel. The 275-A is not for rack
mounting, and has no overload indicators. Otherwise they are identical.
The literature describes these as
"uniquely representative of the state
of the art." What this means is that
they embody only those design topologies which have been proven to work
superbly, rather than more innovative
but as-yet-unproven ones. The result is
a somewhat conservative but eminently
solid design which gives the feeling
that it will continue to work reliably
for as long as one owns it. During all
the time I listened to it, it never
produced a spurious noise or unexpected "glitch," even when turned on
or off. Fire-up and shutdown are both
completely noiseless, and thus pose no
risk whatsoever to underpowered woofers or fragile tweeters.
Sonically, the amplifier has some
of the seductive warmth and musicality
of the CC-2, but is better in all other
respects. Its high end is a remarkable
amalgam of tube-like sweetness and
delicacy with solid-state quickness and
detail. It has, in short, one of the
most beautiful high ends I have heard
for some time, and is one of the few
amplifiers Ican think of which seem to
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favor neither dynamic nor electrostatic
tweeters.
The
CC-3 is deceptively lightweight, tending to give the impression
of a skimpy power supply. This is
misleading; the power supply contains
a hefty
40,000 Mfd of storage, and it
sounds as if it has a very hefty power
supply. Bass is very deep, taut, and
visceral, rivaling but not quite equal-

ing in this respect the remarkable lowend authority of the Amber Series 70,
which sells for about $170 less. The
Audionics, on the other hand, has a
sweeter and more airily open high end
than the Amber, which makes neither
of them a winner on all counts.
Depth (perspective) is well but not
outstandingly reproduced, and inner
detailing is very good, as is spatiality.
Overload characteristics are superb;
slight overloads
(as
indicated
by
momentary flickering of the clipping
indicators) are inaudible, severe overloads are audible only as a softening
and slight muddying of the sound,
mainly at the low end.
And
so
we
have
it.
Another
sensible, competent Audionics design
representing excellent value for the
money, and computing out to $10.70
per honest watt per channel; a good
buy there, too. The Acoustat TNT-200
is still high-end audio's best buy, at
$5.50 per watt per channel, and offers
slightly better performance than the
CC-3 in all respects with the possible
exception
of
high-end
consonance.
Comparing the two amplifiers directly
is a little misleading; at this price
point the $350 difference is a large

percentage of your total outlay, and
there isn't that great a difference in
sound. The Acoustat is, however, a
better amplifier to a degree that
sometimes costs much more than $350
to achieve when spent elsewhere in the
system. This is the kind of end
evaluation in which the consumer has
to make the ultimate decision.
JGH

A Look at Interconnects
Ever since Bob Fulton claimed that
interconnects can and do make a
significant sonic difference, and then
proceeded to prove his thesis, the
marketplace has been inundated with
"specialty" cables. Some of these are
sporting astronomical price tags of
$100 or more per 1-meter pair!
There
are
so
many
variables
involved in the design .of a cable
(dielectric properties, conductor material, conductor shape, cable shape)
that it is not possible as of now to
predict how a cable will sound by
looking at
or
reading a physical
description. Even Monster Cable, who
make the best cable we've heard, when
asked at CES to describe the physical
principles involved in the success of
their cable design, launched into a
bunch of technical gobbledeygook that
I felt
was
clearly
intended
to
obfuscate the issue. Perhaps this is
their right since they don't want to
give out the proprietary information
that allows them to charge $80 per
one-meter pair of interconnnects; it
certainly left us in the dark about
cable design.
In the absence of clear explanations from manufacturers and adequate
understanding of the variables in cable
design on our part, we felt the best
thing was to audition the cables and
try to rank them from best to worst.
There is no question but that every
interconnect has its own unique sonic
signature. Some add varying amounts
of distortion which is audible as lesser
clarity and lucidity; others change the
apparent
spectral
balance
of
the
signal.

The test procedure consisted of
inserting a pair of cables between
amplifier and preamplifier and listening
until the
sonic
character of
the
interconnect
could
be
determined.
Except in perhaps a comparison of a
top-rated cable with one of the worst
were the differences immediately apparent.
I found it crucial to use familiar
equipment and familiar source material. The differences spoken of in the
rankings are small enough that unfamiliar source material would easily
mask the sonic character of the cable.
The average time of listening was
around 2 hours per interconnect set. In
some cases
4 or more hours of
comparative listening were done in
order to distinguish fine differences
(e.g., between classes A and B, or
between two class B cables).
The reader's expectations should be
adjusted accordingly; if you now have
low-rated
Discwasher
Gold-ens,
or
worse, any of the class B or even
class C cables will produce noticeable
differences in a moderate- to highresolution system. Conversely, a cautious audition is advised if contemplating an upgrade from current class
B to class A or within class B. The
results
in
your
system could
be
slightly different than I experienced,
or of so little note as to not justify
the change.
On an overall basis it should be
noted that equipping a simple system
(turntable, preamp, amp) costs $160
for the absolute best or $60 for close
to the best. It is unlikely that any
other single change in your system will
make as big a difference to clarity and
lucidity (hearing through to the music
with less awareness of intervening
electronics) for as little money.
Here, then, are my ratings of the
cables we tested:
Class A
Monster Cable Interlinks. ($80 per
meter/pair.)
Simply the best interconnects I've
ever auditioned, and very likely stateof-the-art. They have a stunning degree
of clarity, focus, tonal purity and
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resolution, managing to combine the
best qualities of the Apature and the
JG Interconnects. Nothing is added or
subtracted. These are an order of
magnitude better than my Class C
interconnects, and just perceptibly
better than my Class B ones.
While I don't understand why they
work as well as they do, Ialso find it
hard to go along with the designer's
theoretical speculations. In any event,
these are deserving of the "reference"
appellation. If you desire the best
there
is,
these
are
worth
their
outrageous cost.
Class B
Apature.
($16 per meter/pair with
chrome-plated
plugs,
or
$30
per
meter/pair with gold-plated plugs.)
I tested only the ones with the

gold-plated plugs, and found them to
be almost but not quite equal to the
Monster cables. They are equal in
terms of tonal purity but slightly
softer and a little less detailed. Yet
because I value neutrality and accuracy of timbre above all else, Iam
putting them at the top of Class B
with the qualification that they might
almost as well be at the bottom of
Class A. You may in fact prefer the
7Gs or Banseis if your priorities are
focus and clarity. Over-all, these are
excellent interconnects, and in terms
of value for the dollar qualify as a
"best buy."
JG Acoustics. ($50 per meter/pair.)
Allen Edelstein reviewed these in
Volume 5, Number 10 and liked them
very much. I decided to re-examine
them as part of this comparative
evaluation to see how they stacked up
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against the formidable competition.
Md indeed they stack up very well.
Confirming AE's observations, they
have admirable focus and clarity—
slightly better than the Banseis. Yet
they fall slightly short of the Monster
Reference Interlinks in those respects.
Treble transients sound, by comparison, subtly dulled. In general, these
are so similar to the Apatures that it
remains a tossup as to which are
better.
Bansei Low-Inductance Cord. ($30 to
$60/meter/pair, depending on source.)
These have excellent focus and
detail, along with admirable transparency. They would have ranked higher
within in Class B but for two sonic
flaws: a tendency to modify treble
harmonics,
sometimes
enough
to
change the sounds of instruments, and
a slightly soft extreme-high end.
Da« Imports ($55 per meter/pair)
Basically smooth and inoffensive,
nothing in the sonic character of these
cables is irritating or fatiguing, in
itself no mean accomplishment. But
neither are they as clear and focused
as the JG or Apature interconnects. I
was left with a sense of fuzziness and
harmonic impurity, but not to an
extraordinary
degree—hence
their
ranking in the middle of Class B.
Cotter! Verion.
Verion, along with Fulton, produced
some of the first high-end interconnects
in
association
with
Mitch
Cotter. Cotter and Verion parted ways
some time ago with the agreement that
Verion would sell off their inventory of
audio products and Cotter would not
use the Verion name, but could sell
the products he designed while at
Verion under the name Mitch Cotter
Company. Unfortunately, we are unable
to discover whether Mitch Cotter's
company still exists as they are not
listed in either of the last two CES
directories. Given that uncertainty,
there
are
only
two
excuses
for
reviewing these cables: we had them
on hand and they're quite respectable;
and up until a little while ago Verion
was
still
advertising
cables
and
transformers in the pages of Audio at
good prices.

Whatever you call them, they sound
remarkably like the Apatures except
for two small problems. They are a
little harder in the treble and slightly
pinched in the upper mid-range. Only
their fine performance in all other
respects earned them this B rating.
Class C
FMI ($34 per meter/pair)
Unfortunately, the pair we tested
was not the latest version, but rather
the originals. They are very listenable,
but not exactly accurate. The sound is
like older tubed electronics: a lush,
liquid midrange and rounded transients.
Audio Technica ($7.95 per meter/pair)
While
excelling
in
some
areas
(focus for example), these fell short
of the top-rated cables in lucidity, and

transients acquire a metallic flavor.
The Musical Concepts cables can rank
no higher than C for me.
Class X: Not Recommended at All
DiscWasher Gold-Enz ($9 per meter
pair)
Released sometime in the middle
'70s,
the Gold-Enz
in
their
time
represented an upmarket alternative to
the give-away cheapo interconnects
which came supplied with many components. Blessed by gold plating on the
connectors, and superb marketing by
Discwasher, lots and lots of pairs were
sold and are still being used. Here's an
interconnect to make all others tested
sound good. After a brief listen, which
is about all I could bear, it became
obvious that the Gold-Enz added a
harsh, electronic edge to the music. If
they still lurk somewhere in your
system, run don't walk to your nearest
audio store for an upgrade.
Conclusions
Not surprisingly, we weren't able
to test all the available interconnects,
even
some that have been highly
touted in other quarters (the Archer
FM lead that Peter Moncrieff of IAR
likes so much, for instance). We
encourage readers to abuse us for
neglecting their favorite cable—we'll
get in touch with the manufacturer for
a review sample.

manage to sound slightly electronic by
comparison. They also add a trace of
hardness in the upper midrange.
Audio Interface Missing Link ($38 per
meter/pair)
What these are most missing is
clarity and focus. They veil the sound
and add an electronic-sounding edge to
the music.
Musical Concepts ($40 per meter/pair)
These cables are pretty decent but,
unfortunately, they add a bright and
hard tonal balance to the music. For
me this flaw is too objectionable:
vocal sibilants are overemphasized and

Electrocompaniet
Ampliwire II
Solid-state
stereo power
amplifier.
Rated power: 50 watts per channel.
Maximum current output, short-term:
40 amps. Dimensions: 18Y2" W by 13Y2"
D by 5" H. Weight: 28 lbs. Price:
$1495. Manufacturer: Electrocompaniet, Oslo, Norway. US DISTRIBUTOR:
Electrocompaniet, PO Box 173, Route
202, Hollis, ME 04042.
This little wonder from Norway is, in a
strange way, one of the best-kept
secrets in audio. Its design has been
widely attributed to Matti Otala, the
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mild-mannered
Norwegian researcher
who
discovered
the
existence
of
Transient
Internnodulation Distortion
(TIM—it was all the rage a few years
back as a form of distortion to have
eliminated). In fact the amp was
designed by Electrocompaniet's Per
Abrahamsen in 1978; Mr. Abrahamsen
has paid close attention to the work of
Otala and incorporated many of his
design ideas into the Ampliwire II. I
think it's instructive that, in my eyes

for Electrocompaniet in Stereo Review
or Audio every month (though I'm told
this reticence may change in the near
future). Coinciding with restraint of
marketing muscle is a natural humility
in appearance and
size. You can
actually carry this amplifier under one
arm like several school books, unlike
the Conrad-Johnson Premiere I reviewed in 6-5, which makes you look
around for a forklift!
No massive
handles protrude from the front, no

ELECT ROCOMPANIET

(and ears) there has not been an
amplifier to exceed the Ampliwire II in
sonic purity in the years since '78—
though we have not tested Dr. Otala's
most recent design, the Citation XX.
As you might guess from the above,
you're not reading another Stereophile
scoop, where we bring you yet another
Read About It Here First. The original
Electrocompaniet amplifier, which has
received quite a lot of attention in the
US press, was rated at only 25 watts
and came to these shores about ten
years ago. This amplifier has been in
the US only two and a half years, and
only recently was it upgraded from 45
to 50 watts per channel (there have
been no other modifications in this
period, which must be some kind of a
record). The Arnpliwire II has in fact
been reviewed already by several audio
publications, and with great enthusiasm. Why, then, is there not an
Electrocompaniet in every living room?
Certainly one reason is a typically
Scandinavian reticence in the marketplace—you don't see advertisements
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rows of tubes light up your living room
a la C-J, no massive heatsinks hang
out the back a la Threshold and
Electron Kinetics (John Iverson's new
company).
So why all the attention to a
lightweight black box from Norway?
Well, in a word, this is the best small
amplifier I've yet to hear, and very
close to the best amplifier, period. It
has served to drive the large variety
of loudspeakers that march in and out
of my house, playing virtually no
favorites. It handles large and small,
efficient and inefficient, dynamic and
electrostatic with equal aplomb. No
higher compliment can be paid.
In sonic character, the Arnpliwire
II has the closest to none of any
amplifier in my experience, and I
suspect that is another reason for its
modest circulation in the audiophile
world. No aspects of the frequency
range are slighted in favor of others.
The low end is deep and tight (though
not overwhelmingly gutsy or punchy—I
suspect due to the low power rating),

the midrange open and spacious, the
high end unbelievably detailed and
clear. Iguess Iwould have to choose
high frequency reproduction as the
Ampliwire's particular forte, but not to
the exclusion of the rest of the
frequency range. It sounds as if this
amplifier is able to preserve individual
details significantly better than other
amps; you simply have to hear the
individual rings on brushed cymbals as
reproduced by the Electrocompaniet
through
a
good,
phase-coherent,
speaker system. Yet all this is done
without
an
overemphasis
of
high
frequencies—much like the Quad ESL63.
This neutrality, as Iimplied above,
can be a disadvantage. The Ampliwire
II won't attract devotees of You-NameIt loudspeaker that suffers from youhear-it
sonic
aberration—something
that only the Whiz-Bang amp will
correct
(and
a surprisingly
large
amount of equipment is sold to "audio
groupies" on this basis). No, the
Electrocompaniet will reveal what you
speaker can do (particularly at the
high end), and what it can't do.
But what about 50 watts, with
today's
typically
inefficient
loudspeakers? I'm not quite sure of how
they do it, but Electrocompaniet gets a
greater ability to create decent volume
levels from 50 watts than any other
50-watter I've heard, and more I'm
sure than many 100-watters. Inspection
of the amplifier's interior is somewhat
revealing.
There
is
an
absolutely
humongous toroidal transformer—easily enough for a 100 or 150 watt
amplifier. There's also a respectable
amount of storage capacitance, 20,000
mfd per channel. I suspect that the
amp has relatively low rail voltages,
but
it certainly has high current
capacity in its output stages. 40 amps
peak short-term current!! Imean, my
trusty old Threshold 800, which didn't
mind
the
1/2
ohm
impedance
of
modified Dayton-Wrights and is rated
at 400 watts per channel into 4 ohms,
only put out 35 amps short-term. I
suspect the Ampliwire's transformer
has very low secondary impedance and
the storage capacitors are very fast.

This translates into the ability to pump
a lot of current into a difficult load or
a musical transient (which includes
most of the time you need high power),
but not into an ability to dissipate
many watts (heat) through an 8 ohm
resistance on a continuous basis—the
frequently deceptive FTC power rating
method. This is definitely one book you
can't tell by its cover.
I have been satisfied with the
volume levels produced by the Ampliwire II with virtually all of the
speakers I use, and so, on occasion,
have my neighbors. It is an unusually
good match for the Quad ESL-63, which
not surprisingly shares many of the
Ampliwire's
sonic
characteristics:
great purity of sound, very even
frequency balance, excellent preservation of detail—and unsuitable for the
presentation of rock concerts. The
Spica TC-50 (which I've been told is
frequently sold with receivers due to
its low price of $420—what a shame!)
also is an excellent match for the
Electrocompaniet—again it's the purity
of sound that makes the combination
outstanding. It's the only amplifier
I've run into that can be recommended
without respect to the speaker it's
being used to drive; I just haven't
found a speaker that sounds poor with
the Electrocompaniet. This of course
cannot include the ridiculously inefficient, such as the old Dayton-Wright.
And I have not tried it with the IRS,
but I have heard of the Ampliwire
being
used
successfully
with
the
$42,000
WAM NA
speaker
system—
sounds like an odd mismatch until
you've heard the Electrocompaniet. We
were going to try the amp with our
Acoustat 2+2s, but unfortunately one
channel
of
the
amplifier
started
blowing its power supply fuses and we
had to return it to Electrocompaniet
just as this issue goes to press. A bit
astonishing since we've had the amp
for almost a year and it has handled
every speaker load and weird cable
combination that we could throw at it.
Nor have we heard of any reliability
problems from the field. Our Followup
in Volume 6, Number 7 will certainly
(cont'd on page 52)
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENT
State of the Art
Accordion
Thank you
for
sending
your prepublication review of my phonograph
LP-"State Of The Art Accordion" (JTC
001). I am extremely grateful to your
reviewer-JGH-for stating quite bluntly
and honestly many of the problems one
confronts attempting to do legitimate
musical work with
the instrument
called accordion.
I am currently completing a new
digital recording entitled-"John Torcello: Music of the Baroque." It is
initially being released as only digitally mastered real-time cassettes.
John Torcello

Linn LV-X Basik
Tone Arm
Thank you for the opportunity to
comment on the review of the LVX in
the November issue of Stereophile.
There is very little in Mr. Edelstein's review of the LVX arm that we
feel the need to comment upon. We
certainly found it a rather favorable
review (and we never argue with
those),
but more
importantly,
we
thought that it presented our position
on the relative importance of turntable, arm and cartridge very fairly
and clearly. This is much appreciated.
We
should also note that the
cartridge which is supplied with the
LVX tonearm has been changed since
Mr. Edelstein began working on the
review (one of the inevitable hazzards
of reviewing). We feel the cartridge
which was being supplied with the LVX
arm at the time Mr. Edelstein received
his review sample was quite good.
However, the new cartridge is a great
deal better, and we think that it will
be more difficult than one might
imagine to
find a cartridge
that
substantially outperforms it. In any
event, it will serve most people quite
adequately until stylus wear necessi32

tates a change, and even then we find
a great many people are replacing it
with another Basik cartridge.
Anthony M. Gregory
Audiophile Systems. Ltd.

Audionics CC-3
Power Amplifier
Thank you for your letter with the prepublication copy of the review of our
CC-3 amplifier. There are
several
minor errors and ommissions, otherwise it is very fair and accurate.
First, Peter Aczel, in fact, did a
very rave review on the CC-2 in Audio
Critic
Magazine
at
the
time we
introduce-CI the model in 1978. The rest
of
the
statement
regarding Harry
Pearson and Peter Moncrieff is correct...we never seem to have been
exciting enough for those individuals.
I am not a designer. I have an
understanding of topologies, and of
the interactions of various passive
components, but when it gets to the
nitty gritty,
I leave that to an
engineer. The CC-3 is an outgrowth of
our original CC-2 circuit design. The
changes in the circuit for the CC-3
were by Kris Schatz, an extremely
bright
and
innovative
engineer
in
analog and RF design.
The 275-A is as described in the
review with one further difference...the
power supply storage capacitance is
half that of the CC-3.
Steady-state
ratings are identical but the 275-A
does not have the ability to provide
quite as much 'kick' in the low-end as
the CC-3. The 275-A in fact has a
power supply identical to the old CC-2.
The low-end performance of both the
275-A and CC-3 can be subjectively
improved by replacing the 3 ampere
fast blow fuses in the speaker output
sections with 6 to 8 ampere fast blow
fuses...assuming the speaker itself has
some sort of protection.
The power supply of the CC-3 now
has a minimum of 48,000 mfd of

storage capacitance. Most American
manufactured power supply electrolytic
capacitors are underated and in fact
when measured with instruments, the
capacitors in the CC-3 are typically
15,000 mfd each. There are now a total
of four of these capacitors in a CC-3.
Visually our designs have always
been a bit unexciting. The CC-3 is now
available with our 'new look' which is
an anthracite grey and black. Our
traditional black panels will continue
to be available upon request or special
order for some period of time to come.
Again, thank you for the imminently
fair and honest review. If Ican answer
any further questions, please don't
hesitiate to contact me.
Best wishes to Stereophile Magazine and the staff.
Charles Wood, Pres.
Audionics of Oregon

Thiel 04a Speakers
I would like to thank you for your
review
of
the
Thiel
model
04a
loudspeaker in Volume 6, Number 4. I
would like to compliment you for your
accurate and perceptive evaluation of
the sonic performance of this product.
In particular, I am glad that you
appreciate the unique attributes of
this phase coherent design as shown
by your comment that "their sound is
remarkably real and alive," with a high
"degree
of
reach-out-and-touchsomeone immediacy."
There are a couple of
points
brought up in the review that are not
related to sonic performance that I
would like to address. Regarding our
unpacking instructions, the top of the
cartons are labeled "Open Other End."
If this instruction is followed, and the
bottom of the carton is opened first,
you will find the unpacking instructions immediately.
Regarding the matter of the flapping grille cloth, I would like to say
that this defect was an isolated
instance and not an inherent design
flaw as was implied by your comments.
During the two years that we have
been manufacturing this product, we
have not experienced this problem or

received any complaints about such a
problem. Apparently, your grille fabric
was not stretched tightly enough.
Again, thank you for this review. I
appreciate your interest in our products.
James Thiel
Thiel Audio Products Co.
JGH was chagrined to discover that,
upon looking a second time, following
the instruction to "Open Other End"
did reveal the packing instructions. In
his
defense
he
pointed
out
the
somewhat contradictory instruction on
the side of the box, saying "This End
Up." We are only too happy that others
have not been bothered by flapping
grille cloths; it's yet another example
of "the defective unit always goes to
the reviewer." At least our readers
can rest assured we don't receive
tweaked products for review.
LA

Futterman Amplifier
Iwanted to bring to your attention an
aggravating point. In the first issue of
Stereophile
(pub. note:
Volume 6,
Number 4), Bill Sommerwerck made an
editorial comment on our amplifiers.
The information was wrong. During his
visit to our suite, Idemonstrated the
difference between the on-4 (a stereo
amplifier) and OTL-3 (mono amplifier)
trying to demonstrate the benefit of
mono power supplies. His comment
implied that I was demonstrating the
OIL-1 amplifier and trying to make a
point about the benefits of regulation.
His
comment
implied
that
better
regulation did not sound better—which
is not the point we demonstrated and
is an irrelevant, erroneous and negative comment.
Can you understand how Imight be
reluctant to give reviewers products
when misreporting can create the
wrong impression in your reader's
mind. This is most unfortunate because
I went to a great deal of trouble to
explain to Bill exactly what I was
demonstrating.
Harvey Rosenberg
New York Audio Laboratories, Inc.
(cont'd on page 52)
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It' You Listen to the Experts,
You'll Listen
to the Forty Ten.
When the editors of International Audio
Review give unqualified praise to
Robertson Audio's Forty Ten, you know
it's not just another good power amplifier. They call it "the finest sounding
solid state power amp we've heard yet
...performance is so good that the amp
makes it across the magic threshold into
IAR's Class la."
And the Forty Ten's sonic excellence
is complemented by tremendous power
output. IAR proved the point with its
Moxie Test, which probes apower amp's
high current capability into adifficult,
low impedance and somewhat reactive,
real speaker system load.
Test results show "the Robertson
pumped out ashockingly large amount

of current —enough to create astupendous 950 watts of Moxie power, while
still maintaining the same waveform fidelity as with small signals. That's more
than we've measured from some amps
rated at 200 watts per channel. Yet the
Robertson is rated at merely 60."
Besides power and performance, the
Forty Ten offers the ultimate in serviceability. An entire channel can be replaced
in minutes by your dealer, thanks to
modular construction.
The full IAR report is available free
from Robertson Audio. So are details on
the dealer near you, who can demonstrate the unique Forty Ten power amplifier. Write or call now.

c2olettottaddie
P.O. Box 8449
Van Nuys, CA 91409
Telephone 213/994-9244

Price: S895.

CONTROVERSY
Comments on
"Good Bets, Possibilities,
and Improbables"
by Mike Sullivan
The following was submitted as a
Letter to the Editor, but it is so long
and makes so many good points that we
are running it as an article instead.
JGH's reply follows.
I am a new
subscriber
to
your
magazine; the issue Ihold in my hand
now, Volume 6 Number 2, is my second
copy. As a sound systems consultant
and audiophile, I read many related
publications and have the opportunity
to talk with people involved with all
aspects of the sound industry. Most of
these people and publications tend in
one of two directions: They either
believe that it is impossible to improve
on the state of the art because they
can't measure any electrical differences
with
their
voltmeters
and
oscillators,
or
else
they
get
so
wrapped up in flowery prose and
esoterica that they refuse to admit
that Ohm's Law might still be a valid
concept. Which, in my roundabout way,
is where you guys come in. You seem
to have the perfect combination of
auditory perception, love of music,
and
respect
(dare
I say,
understanding?) for the engineering and
physics involved. Your candor is, in
itself, worth the subscription price.
So much
for
introduction. The
reason Iwas moved to write you this
letter concerns the editorial which
appeared in the aforementioned issue
("Good Bets, Possibilities, and Improbabilities"). Ibet you wrote this just to
see how much mail you could get in one
month, right? I don't mean that as
criticism; the items you presented
were thoughtfully chosen and, in some
cases,
artfully
defended—"Tubes
sound better than solid state sounds
better than tubes. . ." However, I
could not resist the temptation to

comment on a few of your selections,
knowing
full well
that,
while we
probably won't resolve a thing, a
candid exchange of information is the
only way that any of us learns.
Possibilities
"Inaudible noise can affect reproduced sound."
Hrnmmm. The question here is, how do
we define "noise?" What immediately
comes
to mind,
and
prompts my
comment on this topic, is a problem
that I have seen in more than a few
auditorium
sound
reinforcement
systems—high-frequency oscillation.
Irecall being asked to check out a
system for a contractor who was
getting some unexpected results from
an installation. The problem was a lack
of high-frequency energy in the room.
After going over driver sensitivity/amplifier power calculations to assure
myself that the equipment was indeed

"inaudible noise" sapped so
much amplifier power that very
little remained to amplify any
other input signal

capable of producing much more sound
pressure than it was delivering, I
began my checkout routine by putting
an oscilloscope across the amplifier
outputs. There it was; a 100-kHz
oscillation had developed because of
positive feedback between the amplifier input lines and the speaker lines.
Clearly inaudible, but that "inaudible
noise" sapped so much amplifier power
that very little remained to amplify
any other input signal. Since then, I
have learned never to operate a newly(re)wired system, including my home
stereo,
without
first
'scoping
all
signal lines to check for this problem.
This is especially important in view of
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the wide bandpass of some equipment
available these days.
"Absolute phase reversal (signal
polarity) is audible."
This should have read "Absolute signal
polarity is audible." Shame on you.
"Phase" is frequency-dependent. Your
usage clearly indicates that what you
mean is swapping the wires on the
back of both speakers. That action is
frequency-independent.
No matter what the popular usage,
a magazine of your caliber should not
be perpetuating this solecism. Are we
in phase on that?
Beyond semantics, however, Ihave
done some experimenting with this
phenomenon, and have a couple of
thoughts to share. First, Ihave found
that when listening to recorded material, or to live reproduced material
(from a direct-line feed, for example)
where the live source is acoustically
isolated
from
the
system
I am
listening through, Iusually cannot tell
a difference when the polarity of the
reproduced sound is reversed. However, when the live source is audible
along with the reproduced sound, as in
most auditoriums or churches using
sound-reinforcement systems, I find
that it is relatively easy to identify
the reversed-polarity condition. Also,
speech is easier for me to identify as
reversed-polarity than most music is.
A final observation is that, while I
cannot usually identify the polarity of
the reproduction chain when there is
no live source to compare it with, I
can often make the distinction when
the sound source is a person whose
voice I know very well, such as my
lover's.
I think most of your readers are
aware that, if they observed the
voltage-versus-time representation of
a speech waveform on an oscilloscope,
the waveform would be asymmetric
about the horizontal axis. The human
voice produces rather high, narrow
peaks in one direction and broader,
more
shallow
dips
in
the
other
direction. Presumably, this is what
allows us to make the recognition.
Further,
I would also guess
that
musical instruments or sound sources
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which
display
a high
degree
of
waveform symmetry, such as a flute,
would be relatively more difficult to
identify as polarity-reversed.
"Phase Shift Is Audible."
There's that word again: "phase." You
call it "One of the if fier propositions."
Why is the audibility of phase shift
regarded as a Possibility, while PhaseCoherence of loudspeakers was considered worthy of the Good Bets list? Do
we both understand these terms to
mean the same thing?
Much research has been done in the
past few years into phase response of
audio systems and components. While
this is not a particularly new subject,
even within the confines of the audio
world,
I think that much of the
renewed interest in it is due to the
pioneering work of Richard Heyser,
who has brought us, among other
things,
the
Time-Energy-Frequency
(TEF) analysis system. More important
though, Mr. Heyser has been at the
forefront of helping to develop an
understanding of the relationship between sound and auditory perception.
For the interested reader, Audio
Magazine has published quite a few
articles by Mr. Heyser during the past
decade.
Also,
for the less-easilyintimidated reader, he has written
extensively for the Journal of the
Audio Engineering Society. All of his

For a loudspeaker to be
considered "perfect," one of its
characteristics should be that
all frequencies emitted by it will
take exactly the same amount of
time to reach each listener.

.4writing is well worth reading and then
rereading.
From Mr. Heyser's writings, and
through seminars Ihave taken with Mr.
Don Davis,
founder of
Synergetic
Audio Concepts—a consulting/education organization that has no peer--I
have learned the following things which
apply
to
the
subject
of
"time

alignment" and "phase coherence."
For a loudspeaker to be considered
"perfect," one of its characteristics
should be that all frequencies emitted
by it will take exactly the same
amount of time to reach the listener.
This has so far never been achieved.
One of the obstacles is that the
loudspeakers themselves are generally
reactive devices, as are the crossover
networks used with them.
Characteristically,
reactive
devices—inductors and capacitors—produce frequency-dependent time delays
in signals that pass through them, and
THIS is what is properly known as
phase shift. Time delay can also be
introduced by a change in the distance
of the sound source. Sound waves
travel through air at a speed of about
1130 feet per second, which means
that if I place a speaker 1130 feet
from me, it will take one second for a
sound wave to travel from it to my
ears. Much the same thing could be
accomplished by inserting an electronic delay of one second into the
electrical signal path. Varying the
amount of delay would then give an
impression of the
speaker moving
toward or away from me relative to a
fixed speaker with no delay.
Assume now that we
have
an
electronic delay unit whose delay is
proportional to the frequency of the
signal it is passing. If we inserted this
delay into one channel of a two-channel
system, and fed both channels with a
sine-wave generator sweeping through
the audible range, our ears would
perceive a single signal source moving
toward or away from us, relative to
the
same
sound
being
reproduced
through the speaker without the delay.
But
let's
get
a little
more
practical. Instead of our electronic
delay, assume we have a 6-dB/octave
1-kHz low-pass filter in one channel of
the system. At 1 kHz, this filter
introduces a phase shift of 45 degrees
relative to the original signal. Far
below 1 kHz, this phase shift is
negligible; far above, it approaches 90
degrees. One cycle of this signal is
produced every .001 second. Since a
full cycle represents 360 degrees of

phase rotation, 45 degrees is equivalent to 1/8 of a cycle. At this
frequency, a 45-degree lag represents
a time delay of .000125 seconds. So
the apparent distance of the sound
source will appear to change by a
distance of 1.47 inches.
While that may not seem like a
great difference, bear in mind that
this is the effect of a single singlepole filter (the crossover) on a single
frequency in an otherwise "perfect"
system. Imagine, then, what effect the
reactances
of
loudspeakers
with
higher-order multiple-frequency crossovers will have. With respect to the
speaker/crossover system itself, it is
not unusual to find ones with an
apparent front-to-back spread of several feet at different frequencies. The
most distressing aspect of this is that
the frequency-vs.-delay characteristic
of a loudspeaker is most likely quite
irregular, unlike the simple filter we
considered. This effect is likely to be
more acute at the various loudspeaker
crossover points, since these will be
the frequencies at which the greatest
phase
shifts
occur
in
the
audio
spectrum. Note that bi- or triamplification does not eliminate this problem; it
merely moves the filtering and phase
shift
to an
earlier
part
of
the
reproducing chain.
One effect of the badly misaligned
system is imaging localization troubles, such as a singer who appears to
be drifting around the stage as his/her
voice
changes
pitch.
It
becomes
apparent, then, that building a loudspeaker system with all of the various
drivers' voice coils aligned so that
they are equally distant from the
listener's ears is no guarantee whatsoever of "time alignment." Even if this
were true, the drivers would only be
aligned for one vertical angle with
respect to the speakers; for example,
with the ears on an elevation of 15
degrees in front of the center of the
driver array. As the ears were moved
above or below this axis, the time
alignment would disappear because the
relative distances between the drivers
and the ears would change. This makes
a strong case for full-range or coaxial
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speakers such as the Urei monitors or
the venerable Altec 604 in its various
incarnations.
Time alignment is the result of a
comprehensive design endeavor embodying
many
factors
other
than
physical driver placement. One should
note,
incidentally, that most true
time-aligned loudspeakers have their
drivers stacked vertically. The designers
assume
a standard
listening
distance and ear height, and align the
system for that standard. Because the
drivers are in-line vertically, changes
in horizontal listening location do not
appreciably change
their alignment
characteristics.
In this vein, corrective equalization can appreciably improve the time
alignment of a sound system. One of
the great half-truths foisted on audio
consumers is the frequency-response
curve. How often do you see these
proudly displayed in advertisements

One of the great half-truths
foisted on audio consumers is
the frequency-response curve.

and brochures? What is usually presented is the amplitude response of
the system or equipment. The total
response of the device can only be
characterized by additional information
about
its
phase-vs.-frequency
response. For well-behaved
systems,
amplitude and phase response are
uniquely related. In these well-behaved
systems, which are referred to (when
referred to at all) as minimum-phase
systems, perturbations in the amplitude response can be used to predict
variations in phase response, and vice
versa. In a minimum-phase system,
maxima and minima in either the phase
or amplitude response correspond to
inflection points in the other response
characteristic. This is very significant, as it gives sound-system equalization added significance.
If we can assume that a component
or system is a minimum-phase device,
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and we find amplitude irregularities in
its frequency response, then we can
assume that corresponding phase irregularities are present. The nice thing
about it is that, if we correct the
amplitude
irregularities,
then
the
corresponding phase irregularities will
be simultaneously smoothed out. This
will not be the case, however, if the
system is not minimum-phase.
Also note that the equalizer used
to correct a minimum-phase system
must itself be minimum-phase. How can
you tell? Well, Ican't offer any hardand-fast
rule,
at
least
not until
manufacturers begin putting this information into their specifications, but
perhaps the following will help. Generally, an equalizer that is characterized
as a "combining-type" filter will have
minimum phase response. Believe it or
not, almost all tone control circuits
are minimum phase. (0.K, O.K., a
thousand lashes with 22-gauge zip
cord!) If they will help flatten the
response of your system, by all means
use 'em. For the most part, Ithink it a
fairly safe assumption that most of
the electronic parts of your sound
system
are
minimum
phase.
One
exception that comes immediately to
mind, though, is the even-order crossover,
active
or
passive.
(A
6dB/octave crossover is odd-order, 12dB/octave is even, 16-dB/octave is
odd-order, and so on.) It should be
noted also that, even if all the
equipment in a system is minimumphase, it does not necessarily follow
that the combined response of all
those devices will be minimum-phase.
There lies the rub! But maybe things
aren't so bad after all.
Most sound-reproducing equipment
is designed for ruler-flat frequency
response
through
and
often
well
beyond
the
audio
spectrum,
with
eventual high-frequency and probable
low-frequency rolloffs. Therefore it is
likely that any possible non-minimumphase anomalies due to the electronics
will be present only at the extremes of
the audio band. If the passband limits
are far enough removed from the
normal limits of hearing, then it is
possible that these phase anomalies

are enough into the subsonic and
ultrasonic regions as to be of no
practical concern. Oh what a neat
argument
for
extended-bandwidth
equipment! Of course, there is also
the
question
of
mandatory
equalization—RIAA for records, NAB and
Dolby for tape. But if these are in fact
complementary equalizations, precisely
offsetting prior equalizations, they
should cancel and produce a net
minimum-phase condition. Thus it would
seem safe to assume that if a system
is not minimum-phase, the problems lie
in the loudspeakers and their crossovers.
Because no speaker manufacturer
that
I know
of
publishes
both
amplitude and phase-response information for his systems, the best advice I
can give is to use a real-time spectrum
analyzer, preferably with 1/3-octave
resolution, and observe the response
of pink noise reproduced through the
system with all equalization removed.
If the amplitude response so presented
appears
relatively
smooth over
a
sufficient frequency range I would be
inclined to leave well enough alone.
Sell your equalizer to a friend. If the
high end or low end needs a little
touching up, go ahead and use tone
controls if available and if they will
affect the right ranges of frequencies.
If things look ragged enough that
equalization is considered necessary,
start slowly. If any response peaks or
dips are minimum-phase phenomena, a
small amount of equalization will be
visible on the analyzer display. If
however a large amount of adjustment
in a given frequency band causes little
or no change on the display, reset that
band to zero and try adjusting the
adjacent bands. If they too fail to
show a commensurate
improvement
with a significant amount of boost or
cut, then it is best to forget about
EQing them and turn to the other
response discrepances. This
advice
goes double if you are trying to
correct for a deep, narrow dip in the
response. Such a dip often indicates a
cancellation of sound energy by room
or speaker enclosure resonances. If
cancellation is taking place, no amount

of boost will correct it! If two things
add to zero, doubling them both will
still yield zero. Better to try experimenting with speaker placement to see
if a change in position will eliminate
the problem.
As you can see, we are still barely
scratching the surface of our under-

If cancellation is taking place,
no amount of boost will
correct it!

standing of audio perception. From
these ideas, though, it seems that if
one had to select the best of the
available loudspeakers only with respect to time/phase accuracy, one
would be led to select either a coaxial
system or a full-range (crossoverless)
electrostatic.
Naturally,
there
are
many other factors involved in choosing
a speaker
system,
but
the
popularity of these designs may have
this basis. I would be interested in
hearing the comments of others with
more experience than Iconcerning this
topic.
Improbabilities
"Digital
sound
will
sap
your
strength." I assume that this bit of
folklore arose from a demonstration by
John Diamond, MD, at the May 1980
AES convention. The title of Dr.
Diamond's presentation was "Human
Stress Provoked by Digitalized Recordings." Note that the significant word
in
the
title
is
"stress,"
not
"strength." Though the doctor never
claimed that his was a scientific
study, but merely a demonstration,
many of the witnesses treated his
presentation with skepticism and not a
little disrespect. I don't know if Dr.
Diamond is right or not, but if his
observation stands, Ithink it offers a
fascinating opportunity for research.
The demonstration involved a comparison between the effort required to
force a listener's outstretched arm
downwards in the presence and ab39
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sence of digitally processed music. In
most cases, Dr. Diamond showed that
it was much easier to force the
listener's arm down when digitally
processed music was being played.
This, he claimed, was a sign of
induced stress in the listener. Maybe
so, maybe not. But consider: Isn't live
music itself stressful? Doesn't your
heart beat a little faster when you
hear a good, live rendition of, say,
"Jupiter"
from
Holst's
"Planets"?
Maybe the digital process that the
doctor was using makes a recording so
faithful that it can induce this same
pleasurable emotion that we feel in
response to a live performance.
Idon't think any rigorous research
has been done on this subject since
then, but I hope it will be some day.
"Some people can hear higher than
their auditory range." After reading
your example, I think that it really
does not address the question satisfactorily. Perhaps listeners are hearing
not a difference in amplitude response
but rather a difference in phase
response characteristics near the highfrequency cutoff of the amplifier. My
filtering action, even the inevitable,
eventual HF rolloff of the widest-band
amplifier, will exhibit phase shift at
frequencies
closer-in
towards
the
middle of the audio band. "Cutoff" is
generally defined as the 3-dB-down
point, and phase shift can be observed
as far as 2 octaves from that cutoff.
In your examples, assuming an effect
extending only 1 octave below cutoff,
a 40-kHz limit would exhibit these
effects at 20 kHz and, very likely,
below that.
Well, Iam about to run out of RAM
on the Apple, so I shall make a hasty
farewell. Thanks again for a fine
publication.
JGH Responds:
1.
Oscillation
is
not
noise.
The
question
we
were
addressing
was
whether or not a noise which is itself
audible above a certain level, such as
hum or hiss, can affect the signal
quality when it is present at so low a
level that it is not itself audible.

2. Right or wrong, and we agree that it
is wrong, "absolute phase" is the term
most widely used and understood by
audiophiles when they are referring to
polarity. Actual/y, "absolute polarity" is wrong, too, in this context.
"Absolute polarity" means simply that
the reproduced air-pressure variations
"track" those of the original sounds,
so that a reduction of reproduced
pressure corresponds with a reduction
of original pressure and vice versa.
The question raised was in fact whether
"polarity reversal" is audible. If it is,
then "absolute polarity" is important.
If not, it isn't.
3. We appreciate the excellent explanation and discussion of the importance of phase coherence in loudspeaker
design
contained
in your
article.
In
my
editorial
I was
addressing myself to the issues of
phase shift, with primary reference to
amplifiers and digital recorders, especially the latter where phase shift is
really dramatic. To date I have seen
no evidence which establishes the
audibility of the phase shifts present
in amplifiers and digital recorders,
and that was the statement I was
trying to make.
Of course, phase shift is present
inherently in
the
elements of
a
crossover network, and practically in
loudspeaker drivers. As you correctly
point out, ignoring these phase shifts
will stymy phase coherence, and this is
certainly audible, particularly in the
midrange where crossovers tend to be
centered.
I believe there are a few errors in
your analysis. In your description of
the effects of time delay, you assert
that a time delay in one speaker's
signal will result in that speaker's
sound appearing to be farther and
farther away the greater the time
delay, in relation to a speaker with no
time delay. Delaying the signal to one
speaker does not give an impression of
distance, only of apparent change in
direction if the delay is very short.
Long delays are heard simply as two
impulses from alternate channels.
Similarly, when you analyze the
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displacement of sound resultant from
a 45-degree phase shift (1.47 inches), I
think you err. Time delays are not
audible as such in sustained, constant
sounds like sine waves. When such
delays exist between two sinusoidal
sources, the only subjective results
would be an apparent increase in the
width of the stereo "image" and a
slight volume loss due to interference
cancellation between the two sources.
The ears rely on wavefronts or
transients for time-delay processing.
Thus,
any
delay
in one
channel

Threshold

relative
to
the
other
would
be
observable only at the instant the sinewave signal was turned on and off, or
when discrete pulses are being reproduced by the two channels.
7. The chiropractor's deltoid-muscle
test is supposed to assess the strength
or the lack thereof in that muscle, as
a measure of bodily stress or other
detrimental factors. We have never
seen a rigorous investigation of this
test, and some things we've heard
about it, such as its sensitivity to the

STASIS power amplifiers

series II
nuesomt
model S 300 serres Il
STASIS power amplifier

Their extraordinary musical accuracy has earned them
inclusion in the monitoring and production facilities of:

The Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra
Telarc Records
20th Century Fox (scoring studio)
Stevie Wonder's Wonderland Studios
JVC Cutting Center (cutterhead drive)
En Pointe Productions
as well as the listening rooms of music lovers around the world.
Threshold

Once the audio purity and dynamic reserve of aThreshold
series II STASIS amplifier has been experienced no
alternative will satisfy. For acolor brochure and atechnical
paper on contemporary amplifier design write:
Threshold Corporation
1832 tribute road suite e sacramento california 95815
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mere proximity of toxic substances
(i.e., sugar), make us dubious. Not
too dubious to try the test ourselves,
however. Several years ago, when the
report of Dr. Diamond's demonstration
at the AES came out, the staff of
Stereophile joined together in JGH's
basement with a local chiropractor
well-experienced in conducting the
deltoid-muscle test. Our testers consisted of magazine staff members,
spouses (whose sensitivity to high
frequencies is usually greater), and
local audiophiles. Our little meeting
was informally conducted, but, try as
we might, neither we nor the chiropractor
was
able
to
detect
any
stressful effects of digitally mastered
analog records—nor for that matter,
of analog records themselves.
In response to the editorial in
Volume 6,
Number 2 Stereophile
received an outraged phone call from
Dr. Diamond protesting our casual
dismissal
of his work. About our

experiment, Dr. Diamond brought up
several objections to our experimental
method which I was unable to refute.
It
is apparently significant
which
speakers are used, which interconnect
and speaker cables,
and in what
orientation is the turntable mat. Due
to the long time since we carried out
the test Iwas unable to remember the
precise circumstances.
In fact,
it
sounded as if Dr. Diamond had defined
the situation so that only he would be
able to verify the results of the test.
His parting shot on the phone was that
we could at least accord him the
respect of reading his books on the
subject. It turns out that JGH already
has—and is not yet a convert. LA is
prepared for enlightenment if the good
doctor would only submit experimental verification of his theories
(something like what Larry Greenhill
did with his speaker cable test), and
we will publish same if they appear in
our mailbox.
Litek.IGH

TUBE ELECTRONICS:

THE GIFTED LISTENER
'An imaginative mind is essential to the creation of
art in any medium, but it is even more essential in music
precisely because music provides the broadest possible vista for the imagination since it is the freeest. the
most abstract, the least fettered of all the arts: no story
content, no pictorial representation, no regularity of
meter, no strict limitation of trame need hamper the intuitive functioning of the imaginative mind
"The ideal listener. above all else, possesses the
ability to lend himself to the power of music.
"The dream of every musician who loves his art is
to involve gifted listeners everywhere as an active force
in the musical community The attitude of each individual listener, especially the gifted listener, is the principal resource we have in bringing to fruition the immense
musical potentialities of our own time"
Aaron Copland: Music and Imagination. The Charles
Eliot Norton Lectures. Harvard University

For those who seek to nurture their gift, we would like
to suggest that you audition our products and obtain
our 72 page book. "Understanding Tube Electronics
II." It is acompendium of technical papers. articles,
critical reviews and insights into the proper engineering
of tube circuitry. Stereophile readers may obtain the
book by sending $3.00. Iheartily suggest reading
Aaron Copland's book. "Music and Imagination': as it
is avivid insight into the creative process of listening.
If you send $5.50 we will send you acopy of the book.
Thank you.

Harvey Rosenberg, President, New York Audio
Laboratories, Inc., 33 North Riverside Avenue,
Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520.
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We put digital to the test!
Introducing the New Acoustat Model ONE + ONE Speaker
Now that you've experienced the
noiseless reproduction of today's
digital technology, how does your
present speaker system stack up?
In designing the new Acoustat
Model ONE -ONE, our reference was live music -the ultimate
test. So when it came to reproducing the startling clarity and increased dynamics that digital has
to offer, the music came through
loud and clear.
Our advanced full-range electro-

static speakers are tree from the
distortions and colorations of
conventional multi-way box-type
speakers. Music emerges with all
the harmonics and sonic detail
of the original performance.
The ONE - ONES revolutionar \
floor-to-ceiling line-source array
recreates the height and depth
of the concert hall with realism
unmatched by the most exotic
designs.
Acoustat. We brought the pri ,•

high technology dov, nto earth.
Call toll-free for more information
and the name of your nearest
Acoustat dealer.

ACQLE
pTFITI
Ton Free:
1-800-327-3136
In Florida:
305-462-6700

RECORD REVIEWS
BERL 10Z
Symphonie Fantastique.
Utah Symphony Orchestra,
Varujan
Kojian conducting.
Reference Recordings RR-11. (Two 45rpm discs.)
It's nothing short of frustrating when
one of the best audiophile record
companies
out
there chooses
the
Symphonie Fantastique to make the
best orchestral recording I've ever
heard. Please God, spare me from yet
another
release
of
poor
Hector's
Symphonie Redundante! Ihave been so
SF'ed to death during the past year
that Ihave added this—once a favorite
work of mine—to the growing list of
Masterpieces IWould Be Happy Never
to Hear Again.
Iwouldn't have minded so much if
any of this unending procession of
performances
had been worth preserving for posterity, but they haven't
been. Some have been good, a couple
have been quite good, but none has

been in the same league as those
recorded by Munch or Beecham or
Stokowsky. The problem, as I have
mentioned before and will not belabor
now,
seems
to
be
that
modern

conductors just don't seem to think or
feel the way conductors 20 to 30 years
ago used to think and feel. The only
recent recording of the Fantastique
that really got the music off the
ground was the one on Lodia conducted
by Carlos Paita, and it suffered from
an indifferent recording, rather flatly
mixed and sometimes imbalanced multimiking, somewhat gritty high end and
galloping
pre-echoes.
Despite
the
shortcomings of the sound, this was
my favorite recently-recorded performance of the SF, as it was the only
one that brought to the music the kind
of unrestrained passion it requires; a
real goosebumper!
Also recent for audiophiles was the
Telarc with whatsisname, far better
recorded but arguably one of the
dullest performances of this work in
the history of recording. All of which
brings us to the latest sweepstakes
entry from Reference Recordings.
First of all, the performance. This
is better than most, but not much
better. Both the conductor and the
orchestra seem all too aware that they
have heard and probably played this
music all too often. The tempi are
right,
the
phrasing
is
good,
the
ensemble is excellent, but it just
seems as if everyone is going through
an exercise, competently but without
much commitment. It is in the upper
two-thirds of available SF performances, but that's about it.
But, then, Reference Recordings is
noted more for superb sound than for
definitive performances. So, how goes
the sound here? Would you believe,
this is the best orchestral recording
ever made? Hands down. No quibbles.
Almost everything about this recording is Right On. The balance
between direct instrumental and reflected hall
sounds is
just about
perfect (Telarc, please take a listen to
this), the low end is full, rich and
deep but without being overblown,
highs are silky-sweet but with the
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requisite bite,
and dynamic range
sounds completely uncompressed. And
as if that weren't praise enough,
surfaces on my copy were immaculate.
My only criticism is that the
brasses, particularly the trombones
and tuba, are not prominent enough.
For this work they should predominate
at times; the best they manage is to
be audible. Since this does not sound
like a multi-miked recording, 1can only
assume that the conductor balanced
out the orchestra this way, but it does
weaken the impact of the tour de force
"Witches Sabbath" and "March to the
Scaffold" sections.
The only thing that prevents this
from getting a Stereophile Definitive
Disc award is the performance, which
is not definitive. Otherwise, this is a
recording that every audiophile should
own. It is certainly T-O-P.
JGH

al passages, and strong melodic lines.
The early "Armenian Suite" is fun
and games, for those times when
you're in the mood for something
sprightly and spirit-raising. The Symphony is much weightier stuff. Subtitled "Psalms", based on #130 and
featuring a contralto voice, this is far
more reflective and broodingly troubled
but
profoundly
moving music. The
performances, by the same conductor
who
did
a so-so performance
of
Berlioz' "Symphonie Fantastique" for
Reference Recordings, are so good
that they may be equalled but perhaps
never surpassed.
Then there's

the recording. Billed
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YARDUM IAN
Symphony No. 2, Armenian Suite.
Utah Symphony Orchestra with Lili
Chookasian, contralto, Varujan Kojian
conducting.
Varese Sarabande 704.130.
Richard Yardumian is one of the
world's least likely "forgotten" composers. His music is rarely played and
even less often recorded, yet it has
all of the qualities which have made
Khachaturian's "Gayne" ballet and the
symphonies of Shostakovitch enduring
concert favorites.
Yardumian was the next best thing
to
composer-in-residence
with
the
Philadelphia Orchestra from 1950 to
1964, and the rich, sumptuous scoring
of both these works, one written when
he was 19 (the "Armenian Suite") and
the other during his middle years,
show why he had such an affinity for
that orchestra and its unique sound.
Yardumian's music has its roots in his
native Armenia but its branches in the
Eastman-Rochester
School
style of
Aaron Copland and Howard Hansen. It
is also super show-off fare. It has
tremendous dynamic range, spectacular orchestration, driving rhythms
contrasting with gorgeously rich, lyric46
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on the jacket (in tiny type) as a
"minimum-microphone recording," this
is the best thing Varese-Sarabande has
ever done. Aside from some steeliness
when the violins are digging in, this is
superbly balanced and very weighty,
with what I feel to be just about the
right
recording
perspective
and
direct/reflected sound balance. There
are some problems at high volume
levels,
however—a
brightness
that
pervades the entire orchestral balance,
not
just
the
strings.
The
digitally mastered recording has none
of the flaws that have marred so many
from this label and most others; the
sound
is
liquidly
transparent
and
entirely free from high-end roughness.
Even the violin steeliness has none of

that digital fizz riding on it.
Not a Definitive Disc, or even Top
of the Pile, but the best that VareseSarabande has come up with to date
and one we're unreluctant to recommend.
JGH

TORCELLO: State of the Art Accordion. Digital Audiophile JTC-001. (Available from the John Torcello Company, 443 S. Reese Pl., Burbank, CA
91506)
The pianoaccordion has been in eclipse
in this country for the past 20 years
and
shows
no
sign
of
emerging
therefrom in the foreseeable future.
As a traditional element of folk music,
it retains its popularity throughout
middle Europe, but it has always been
viewed in the U.S. as a showoff
instrument, of value only in displaying
a player's virtuosity. Except for a few
ethnic clubs, the accordion has almost
vanished from the musical scene here.
The American public is jaded with
virtuoso musicians, which seem to
have
been
crawling
out
of
the
woodwork in recent years, pop music is
mired in the guitar and its various and

sundry
distortions,
and
"serious"
clas sical
musicians
have
always
scorned this instrument because of its
associations with vaudeville and with
terrible amateur-hour
musicians
on

radio and later on TV. Thus, Iapproach
this review with the foreknowledge
that very few of our readers are likely
to care one way or the other about this
record. Which is unfortunate.
Twenty-eight-year-old John Torcello
is one of the few young musicians to
pursue a career in accordion-playing at
a time when most people in fact don't
give a damn about it. The reason he
has issued this recording on his own
label is probably because other record
companies don't give a damn about this
kind of thing either. And this may in
fact be the best recording of an
accordion
ever
made.
(Ho
hum?)
Granted, it is not a difficult instrument
to
record,
having
relatively
limited frequency and dynamic range,
and relying little on
its
ambient
acoustic for its characteristic sound.
Yet the highly transient nature of its
vehemently reedy sound does in fact
challenge both the attack capabilities
and the overload characteristics of
microphone(s) and tape recorders. This
Soundstream-mastered disc gets it all,
with awesome cleanness.
The program is a surprise. Instead
of the usual Beer Barrel Polkas and La
Cumparsitas, these are serious classical compositions written specifically
for the instrument. It is interesting
and enjoyable music, some complex
enough
in
rythmic
and
harmonic
structure to require several hearings
before
they
make
musical
sense.
(Some are 12-tone). And Mr. Torcello
actually is a virtuoso, getting from his
instrument some of the most incredible
sounds I have ever heard from an
accordion: grunts, snorts, breathings
and twiddly bits that sound as if they
must have been produced by lips.
The sound is superb in terms of
tonality. It is very close-up,
but
without the exaggeration of overtones
or key noises that usually go with
close miking. Spatially, however, the
sound is weird. The instrument extends
banana-like from one speaker to the
other, and left and right-hand keyboards seem to cross over in the
middle. Not at all realistic, but far
more interesting to listen to than the
narrow "literal" image of this instru47
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Sidereal fikusticr»
Model Four

Sidereal Akustic Audio Systems Inc.
619/726-3150
4035 Oceanside Blvd., Unit G57, Oceanside, CA 92054

ment. Everything considered, this is
more enjoyable to listen to, repeatedly, than any non-accordiophile could
imagine. It is both
sonically and
musically worth buying even if you
aren't into accordions.
The title of the record is no hype. I
hate to admit it, but this is State of
the Art accordion. Recommended.
JGH

RIM SKY-KORSAKOV
Scheherezade.
Chicago Symphony Orchestra,
Reiner conducting.
RCA .5 Series ARP1-4427.

Fritz

In case you didn't already know, ".5"
is RCA's name for their half-speedmastered line of audiophile discs,
whose releases to date have included
many recordings as well as some real
gems from their archive of older
stereo recordings.
Their choice of old recordings is
interesting to say the least, as it
shows a side of RCA's classical
division that we thought had atrophied
and blown away many years ago:
musical judgment. Instead of going for
their most sonically spectacular tapes
from yesteryear, the choices here
were clearly made on the basis of
musical performance first, with sound
as a secondary consideration. The
results, to date, have been some of
the most collectible symphonic recordings ever released by any domestic
record company. In fact, the list of
old recordings now available on .5
reads like Memorable Performances
hall of fame: Pierre Monteux conducting Franck's D-minor symphony,
Ibert's "Escales" with the BSO and
Charles Munch, the incredible Van
Cliburn performance of Tchaikovsky's
Piano Concerto Number 1, and many of
Fritz
Reiner's
releases
with
the
Chicago Symphony.
My
respect
for
Reiner
as an
interpreter of dramatic music has
grown through the years, as musical
fashion has come to favor the cool,
detached, intellectual approaches of
Seiji Ozawa and Herbert von Karajan.

Indeed, I have not heard a recent
recording of Rismky-Korsakov's bestknown work that I would ever care to
hear again. Hearing this Reiner performance again has made me realize
why I felt Iwas becoming jaded with
the music; no one plays it properly any
more.
do not think it would be any
exaggeration to call this a stupefying
performance! It is played here for
everything it was supposed to be: high
drama, with all the stops out. The only
thing sorely missing is the thunderous
applause and Bravos that a performance like this would bring from any
audience.
And the recording is perhaps the
greatest and most pleasant surprise of
all. It is simply unbelievable! I don't
know what magic producer John Pfeiffer visited upon the original tapes (I'm

looking into that end of it now), and I
don't have the original stereo release
(disc or 2-track tape) for comparison,
but Ihad no idea RCA had this kind of
sound on any of its master tapes. This
sounds like a live orchestra—heard
from rather close-up, and with the
sometimes-vague instrumental positioning Ihear at live concerts. The massed
violins are gorgeous,
brasses are
awesome, solos come from the body of
the orchestra instead of from a spot
five feet from your nose, and the
cellos and double basses almost rattle
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your viscera! And I will probably
reveal my plebian tastes by saying
that, for all the unctuousness and
power of a typical Telarc symphonic
release, I would choose this CSO
sound any day in a week of wet
Wednesdays.
This is an absolute must have, for
anyone who doesn't actively hate any
taint of emotion in music. Run, don't
walk, to your nearest store and buy
this before, God forbid, it gets the
B.1.k diamond treatment.
It is a
collector's item par excellence!
JGH

MUSIC PDR CLARINET
Charles Koechlin: Music for Clarinet.
Niels Gade: Fantasy Pieces for Clarinet and Piano. Francis Poulenc: Sonata
for Clarinet and Piano.
Arturo Ciompi, clarinet; Margo Garrett
and Boaz Sharon, piano.
Orion ORS-82426.
This record is a charmer. The music is
accessible, melodic and varied, the
performances are graceful and spirited, and the recording is hard to
fault.
While it is far easier to get a good
recording of two instruments than of a
full symphony orchestra, the spareness of this kind of music can expose
raw edges, in both the performances
and the instrumental sounds, that
would be far less obvious from a larger
ensemble. That there are very few raw
edges here is a credit to everyone
involved. My only cavil, and it is a
small one, is that the piano produces
an occasional and somewhat irritating
buzz—not of mistracking, but the kind
of thing one often (if not usually)
hears from a piano that was not
perfectly tweaked before the recording
session.
To say that Arturo Compi is an
accomplished clarinetist is to slight
him; he is a virtuoso player with a rare
sense of phrasing and expression. His
exquisite performances of these little
gems are complemented by two excellent
pianists,
who
take
turns
accompanying. Balances are perfect at
50

all times.
All in all, a very nice recording in
the truest sense of the word. Well
worth owning.
JGH

BUTDMWORTH: A Shropshire Lad.
HARTY: A John Field Suite.
BAX: Dance in the Sunlight.
BRIDGE: There is a Willow Grows
Aslant a Brook.
The English Sinfonia, Neville Dilkes
conducting.
HMV Greensleeves ESD-7100.
Despite continuing proselytizing by
myself and Harry Pearson of TAS
(whose tastes in music I heartily
endorse), English music is not looked
on with great favor in this country.
Most people who profess to dislike
English music are thinking of Elgar
(too pompous and circumstantial) or
Delius (too untidy, meandering and
episodic). But mention Ralph VaughnWilliams, and your average Englishmusic hater will say "Oh him, he's
different," implying that V-W's music
is okay but then it isn't really English
music, is it? Well, it's certainly not
German music.
uoi
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The composers represented on this
English-symphonists sampler will be
unfamiliar to those who aren't "into"
English music. It's an ideal introduction to what English music is all

about. These works are melodic, lyrical
and, in most cases, richly scored for
large orchestra. It is a widely ranging
program, from jaunty lightheartedness
to the kind of pastoral serenity that
prompts nostalgia for a better time
that may in fact never have been. But
common to all these works is a
freshness and simplicity, even during
the most turgidly scored passages,
that gives English music its appeal. By
comparison most German music sounds
ponderous, most French music pretentious, and most Russian music intemperate.
When considering the purchase of
English Music records, one would first
be recommended to recordings by Sir
Adrian Boult. Now that Sir Adrian
himself has been black-diamonded and
most of his earlier recordings withdrawn, one must take seriously these
performances by Neville Dilkes, whose
name is about as English as one can
get without making A Thing of it.
It is not my intent here to try and
talk anyone out of his/her anti-English
bias. But if you haven't yet stuck your
toe into the English-music pool, I
strongly advise buying this record. It
contains no Elgar or Delius (I happen
to
like
their music too,
but no
matter), and it may open up to you a
whole
new world
of
unheard
and
delightful music.
The recording is better-than-average EMI, with excellent depth, balances and instrumental timbres, plus a
very respectable low end. Surfaces on
my
copy
were
of
near-audiophile
quality, with no ticks or pops and very
little of anything else that didn't
belong there.
JGH

JOHN WILLIAMS
E.T.
The
Extra-Terrestrial,
original
soundtrack.
The London Symphony Orchestra, John
Williams conducting.
MCA-6109.
More than any film in the last 20
years, Steven Spielberg's "E.T." captured
the
spirit
that
made
Walt
Disney's full-length features so popu-

lar a quarter century ago: a sense of
wonder and excitement and delight that
left one with the feeling that life is
really worthwhile despite everything.
Much of the credit for E.T.'s after-

taste of exhilaration must go to John
Williams, whose score for this is
probably the best thing he has ever
done for films. Here is music that can
stand on its own, and is a pleasure to
listen to whether you saw the film or
not. It might even be argued that this
is the most thoroughly enjoyable (and
certainly some of the most accessible)
symphonic music anyone has turned
out
since
the
'50s,
when
Aaron
Copland sold out to the avante-garde.
Unfortunately, the recording is not so
good.
First the nice things. Although
multimiked, as is traditional with all
filmscores, this one is a superb mixing
job. Balances are impeccable, brasses
are
not
slighted,
instruments are
properly (and, even more amazing,
stably) located across the soundstage,
and there is a surprising amount of
depth and hall ambiance. Dynamic
range is satisfyingly wide, the bass is
awesomely deep and solid although a
shade on the heavy side (better than
thin), and the sound is clean even
during the loudest passages. But .. .
The surfaces on my pressing were
rotten, replete with swooshes, burbles, occasional ticks and pops, and a
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constant rushing background whose
presence even between bands indicated
that it was the result of a cheap
pressing rather than tape hiss. And the
high end on violins and cymbals had
that metallic sizzle that is one of the
major distinguishing features these
days between a mass-market recording
(for the peons) and an audiophile
release. We can only hope that massive
criticism in the hi-fi press of this
phenomenon on CDs will hasten its
abandonment. We could also ask, with
less hope, that the CD release of this
digitally mastered recording will have
a rather more agreeable high end than
the analog release.
JGH

BILLY MAY FOR PRESIDENT
Pat Longo's Super Big Band, featuring
Frank Sinatra, Jr.
Town Hall S-33.
This is instant-nostalgia music. Although most of the selections are of
recent vintage, the arrangements are
much like those that used to back up
the top popular singers of the late
'40s and '50s (Sinatra Sr. and Nat
•
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promote Billy May.)
Frank Jr., who does the vocals on
several numbers,
has his father's
legendary ease and smoothness of
delivery plus a clear, light quality that
is almost spookily reminiscent of Papa
in his late twenties. The recording is a
doozie: big, bold and brassy, and
although it is not by any stretch of the
imagination a purist-type recording
(it's multimiked, with artificial reverb
added), eminently enjoyable and at
times hair-raising.
The fact that I like this album
probably dates me—whether or not it's
your kind of music will probably date
you too. So let me put it to you this
way: if you're over 35 and under 55,
you've gotta get this record. If you
aren't, don't bother; it's probably not
your kind of music.
JGH
Manufacturer's Comments
(cont'd from page 33)
It's not entirely clear from the above
letter, but what apparently happened
at
the
NY AL
CES
suite was
a
demonstrations of the difference between identical circuits when mounted
on mono and stereo chasses. Reporter
Sommerwerck was under the impression
that the demonstrations was attempting to differentiate between regulated
and unregulated power supplies, this
would have been the case were the
units listened to the OTL-1, a mono
amp with a huge and strictly regulated
power supply mounted in a separate
chassis, and the OTL-3, also a mono
amp but with an unregulated power
supply.
Equipment
(cont'd from page 31)

King Cole). Which is not surprising
considering the fact that this is more
or less a tribute to the top arranger of
that period, Billy May. (The title of
the album is the legend from T-shirts
that Frank Sinatra Jr. had made up to
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include a comment on the Electrocompaniet's sound with the Acoustat.
Looking at the Arnpliwire II you
may have a hard time convincing
yourself it's worth $1495, but this amp
is a classic. After you've owned it for
5 or 10 years, and found it driving one
speaker system after another with
great success,
I think you'll feel
better about the expenditure.
LA

THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE
Confessions of a
Mat Freak
by Sam Tellig
Five years ago, Ibecame a mat freak.
It happened when I saw the mat on a
friend's AR 77XB turntable—you know,
the foam mat with the funny pennyshaped platforms all around it. I
wondered how such a mat would sound
on my Thorens TD160c and so arranged
to borrow it for a weekend. A substantial sonic improvement.
Actually, as it turns out, any mat
would have been a substantial improvement over the original thorens mat—
which, now that I think of it, was
probably one of the worst turntable
mats ever designed (good turntable,
though.)
I then became interested in other
mats. Itried felt (a thin Linn mat). I
sent away to England for the Griffin
Anacoustic Turntable Mat—still one of
the best replacement mats available
and only about $12 postpaid from
England (send your VISA card number
and expiration date to Goodwin's, 7 the
Broadway, High Road, Wood Green,
London N 22, ENGLAND and ask them
to ship it small parcel air.) The Griffin
Mat is still the thin mat Irecommend
where a thick one would cause you
problems.
Now you can go crazy with mats.
And you can go even crazier writing
about them. Almost any mat, substituted for that which came on the
'table, will change the sound of a
turntable. Not only that, the same mat
will vary its own sound depending on
the 'table it's on. To add to the
confusion, almost every mat is of a
different thickness, so small changes
in vertical tracking angle and stylus
rake angle result from their use.
Unless
you compensate for these
effects with each mat change you'll be
listening to more than the change in
mat.
All that notwithstanding, I can

make some useful generalizations, and
even offer a recommendation.
First, the harder the mat the
harder the sound. The hardest sound of
all comes from the glass mats, usually
selling for the hardest price—around
$80. The glass
mats
sound—well,
glassy. The music takes on a highlyetched
quality.
Strings
go
right
through you. My teenage golden-eared
son couldn't stand to listen to a glass
mat for more than 10 minutes on his
WC turntable—he didn't like what the
mat did to rock any more than I liked
what it did to classical music. Glass
mats, besides being expensive, are
thick and heavy and may be unsuitable
for
turntables
lacking
adjustable
height tonearms, or belt-drive, suspension turntables. As a mater of fact, I
think
glass
mats
are
just
plain
unsuitable. Nice conversation piece,
though, if you don't care about the
sound. "See this mat, Fred. It's made

Almost any mat,
substituted for that which
came on the 'table,' will
change the sound of aturntable.

of pure lead crystal!!!" (I've started
to use triple exclamation marks after
reading too many covers of High
Fidelity.)
If you don't like glass, you can try
something softer. Like felt. Or spongy
foam. I wish I could report that the
$4.94 Radio Shack foam mat sounds
good. Actually it doesn't sound bad—
but not great. And Ihaven't heard felt
mats that sound particularly good on
most turntables. You can get into
trouble here because
a felt mat
definitely seems to sound better on
the Linn turntable. A felt mat tends to
tame steely highs, but I've found it
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Simply Dynamic

The HW-19
Redefines The State Of The Art
In Turntable Design.

For years VPI has been world
renowned for its superb turntable
isolation base, the VPI HW-2.
Now, after 3years of research and
engineering, VPI has introduced a
turntable based on the outstanding
isolation properties of the HW-2.
VPI went back to basics in its approach to produce the ultimate
turntable using dynamic 15 ips
master tapes as areference.
VPI uses only high precision
machined parts in its construction,
no stampings or castings. A spaceage, self-lubricating material is
used for both the vertical and
horizontal bearings. The 12 lb.
platter is lathe-turned from solid
aluminum and lead to achieve
greater moments of inertia and
superb non-resonant qualities.

The result—a precision analog
turntable capable of extracting all
the information contained on your
records—right down to the lowest
frequencies. The HW-19 allows
dynamic range response unavailable with other turntables—paralleled only by 15 ips master tapes.
Simple, yet dynamic—the VPI HW19 has it all, and for only $665.*
Listen to the unique experience
of the HW-19 and all the other VPI
quality products at your local
audio specialty dealer. Call 212738-3269 for his name and address, or write to VPI, P.O. Box
159, Dept. UM, Ozone Park, NY
11417
'Suggested retail price.

also muddies the bass
and fouls up
the imaging. Felt mats are good enough
to borrow from a friend to see if the
work in combination with your particular turntable.
A rubbery mat is the most popular,
and
probably
one
came
on
your
turntable. And some original equipment
rubbery mats are pretty decent—those
on the JVC QL-Y5F and Harman/Kardon
160, for instance. I've tried Platter
Matter, from Canada, and found that
it is fairly good, too. At least Platter
Matter doesn't do anything bad. You
get good definition, good imaging,
fairly tight bass, and the highs don't
grate on your nerves. Again, worth a
try on your 'table, if you can borrow or
buy inexpensively. I find the $45 list
price too steep for an out-and-out
recommendation.
And now, the revelation! There is
one mat I can honestly say improved
the overall sound of my Rega Planar 3
turntable, which is no easy feat, since
the Rega is one of the best-sounding
turntables ever made. (The English call
it an "umble" turntable—but in the
UK, it sells for an 'umble price. No
such humility prevails on this side of
the Atlantic.) The mat that improved
the sound of my Rega (to my ears) is
the Oracle Groove Isolator.
Oracle, a Canadian firm, first came
to our attention about two years ago
via a rave review of their original
turntable in International Audio Review. After an initial period when
reliability was
reported
to
be
a
problem, Oracle has established itself
as one of the premium 'tables in the
US competing with SOTA, Linn, and
more recently VPI.
Much attention was paid in the IAR
review to the Oracle's groove isolation, and the part played by the mat
used in that original 'table, which is
now available separately as the Oracle
Groove Isolator. It's a rubbery mat
about the same thickness as a Platter
Matter, that is, about 5/16". It's made
of sticky rubber with carbon fibers
mixed up in it. It smells a little funny-out of the box, anyway. And it's
tacky-sticky (not a bad thing, probably.) Whatever those carbon fibers do

mixed up in the rubber (they are
supposed to help cancel out vibrations
from the vinyl record), it seems to
work. The bass is tight and very well
controlled, more so than with the
Platter Matter. And the highs don't
turn shrill. Imaging is the best Ihave
heard from any mat.
This cannot be looked at as a
comprehensive mat review, though I
have tried around 10 of them, and LA
has promised me a listen to anything
that shows up, including the AudioTechnica vacuum holddown. At $40 the
Oracle Groove Isolator may not be
cheap, but Ifeel the manufacturer has
spent a relatively large amount making
the thing, and at least here you get
good sonic value for your money. See
if you can arrange to borrow one and
try it for a week. I think you may be
very pleasantly surprised.

Publisher's Note:
My only quibble with the above review
concerns "the harder the mat, the
harder the sound." Turntables from
VPI, Pink Triangle, and Sonographe
(the latter just into production by
Precision
Fidelity
in
Portland)
all
recommend using their platter barenekkid. This makes me uncomfortable,
but
Randy
Hooker,
one
of
the
designers of Sonographe, spent an
hour at the Chicago CES explaining
why intimate coupling with a similar
surface (a fancy plastic in his case)
acts to dissipate stylus-induced disc
energy
better
than
an
absorptive
surface such as a sticky mat. Dick
Olsher has confirmed that a hard
platter can sound good in intimate
contact with your record, in his case
that of the Pink Triangle (also a fancy
plastic). Iam still listening to the VPI
and it's aluminum platter, compared to
the sound using a currently unavailable
Spectral mat from France, and haven't
decided. The key word here is intimate.
Without intimate contact between disc
and hard mat (or platter), the sound is
significantly worse than loose contact
with a sticky mat.
LA
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HOT NEWS
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• A rumor currently going the rounds has it that audiophiledisc producer Reference Recordings is planning to start
releasing on Compact Disc. Well, 'tain't true, much as we
wish it were. RR has purchased a Sony PCM-Fl digital processor for "backing up their analog recordings," but they do
not feel the quality from CDs is as yet up to their standards.
• Watkins has finalized the revisions to the WE-1 speaker
system, and the result is a substantial improvement in
several aspects of its sound. We'll have a followup review
shortly. Meanwhile, if you own a Watkins WE-1, and wish to
upgrade it (or to ascertain whether it is the latest version), write to Watkins Engineering for the modification
instructions.
• A field-service rep from Conrad-Johnson stopped by to
check out our malfunctioning Premier One. He ended up replacing all the output tube sockets. C-J has found that
excessive AC line voltage (ours is ok) causes most tube
breakdowns , while intermittent socket connections can
sometimes shock an output tube into breakdown, which sounded
farfetched to us. But the fact that the amp is still working
perfectly several hundred hours later suggests the tube
sockets may have been responsible for our problems. C-J is
offering free socket replacements under their 3-year warranty to owners who have had an inordinate number of outputtube blowups. Tubes, unfortunately, are not covered by the
warranty.
• According to a persistent rumor in the recording biz, many
digital masters are being converted back to analog for
"certain adjustments to their sound" and then being reconverted to the CD format. We have been unable as yet to get
confirmations or denials, but it could explain some of the
roughness that is often apparent in CD sound.
• A new recording label has established a precedent which
others may soon be following. Digital Music Products (P. 0.
Box 2317, Rockefeller Center Station, NYC 10185) is
releasing jazz titles on cassette and Compact Disc only. No
analog discs. Cassettes are available directly for - U:95
each +$1.50 shipping. No prices as yet for the CDs.
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Elegantly simple.

In 1971 this man introduced the first planar magnetic loudspeaker to American
audiophiles. Now, with four models priced from $475
per pair and up, Magneplanars%re still the ONLY fullrange planar magnetic speakers on the market. With
over 45,000 pairs sold, Magneplanars are recognized
worldwide as an elegantly simple, cost-effective approach to accurate music reproduction. Although
there have been speakers that do some things better,
never has there been any that do more things right—
especially for the price.
And now, Jim Winey,
in recognizing the
performance advantage of true ribbon
tweeters for esoteric
audio, has developed
asuperior true ribbon
tweeter that interfaces
synergystically with
Magneplanars. As
with Magneplanars,
this patented* ribbon
tweeter is an elegantly simple device.
However, this simplicity
is deceiving, for it accomplishes all of the following:
•Direct drive (no transformer) •Low mass ribbon (only 2.5 microns
thick) •Bi -polar operation (no rear cavity or loading) •Response to
50 kHz •Near perfect dispersion (360 degrees to 25 kHz) •Line source
(ideal interface with Magneplanars) •Affordable
Currently available in the Tympani IS/ and MG III

III MAGNEPAN
1645 9th Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110
`Pat No 4.319.096

All you need to know about
Stereophile:
Frustrated by the look-alike equipment reports, J. Gordon
Holt started Stereophile in 1962 to let consumers know how
components actually sound. He's still at it, maintaining a
balance between technical fundamentals and the evidence his ears provide. Stereophile is a reader-supported
magazine, and we invite the queries and comments of our
readers—let us know how you feel!
To subscribe: Send check or credit card number and
expiration date for $18 (3rd class mail) or $26 (1st class
mail). See below for multiple year rates.
To renew: Renew before your subscription expires and
save money: $16 for 1year, $30 for 2years, or $44 for 3
years. (Add $8 per year for 1st class mail.)
Back issues:
Vol. I
(1962- 1968)-$25 (a reprint in one volume)
Vol. II (1968- 1972)-$25 (also a reprint)
Vol. III (1972-1976)-2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12 available @ $4 each
Vol. IV (1977-1981)-1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 available @ $4 each
Vol V (1982)-all issues available @ S3 each
All missing issues available in Xerox form for $7.50 each.
Please use enclosed Business Reply envelope.

LETTERS

McIntosh Downgraded
As a new subscriber who has long
heard of your publication,
I enjoy
receiving it. I have been interested in
audio for over 25 years, and have
owned
many
different
components,
including early AR, Janszen, and the
first and later Dynakits.
During the past few years I have
gravitated towards
McIntosh equipment because I used to own their old
tube gear and found it to be excellent,
and also because I am located quite a
way from reliable service and have
always
been
impressed
with
their
quality, extreme reliability, and excellent consumer support.
I notice however that most underground publications downgrade McIntosh, and even seem to take a very
hostile attitude toward the company.
Their tuners and amplifiers seem to be
excellent devices. What then is the
problem, and why do so-called audiophiles seem to snub this old and
distinguished American company?
Also, I wonder why a name like
Bryston
is
not
on
your
list
of
Recommended Components?
Will J. Price, MD
Among

audio

perfectionists,

McIn-

tosh's unforgivable failing is that the
company
is
Establishment.
This
is
another way of saying it is a big,
presumably complacent outfit which
produces products to meet the undemanding needs of readers of such as

Stereo
Review
and High Fidelity.
Whether any of this is actually true is
less important to audiophiles than the
fact that they believe it to be true.
McIntosh does not volunteer its
products for testing by the "underground" magazines, possibly because
the company does not feel its products
would meet perfectionist standards,
but more likely because its sales are
already so good that it does not need
to
bother
courting
the
relatively
small perfectionist market.
To a prospective buyer, this would
suggest that McIntosh's products are
probably not as good, sonically, as
those from the smaller, hungrier (and
thus more consumer-responsive) audiophile manufacturers like Threshold,
Amber, Audio Research, and ConradJohnson. Whether any sonic shortcomings of McIntosh products are adequately compensated for by
their
generally acknowledged reliability is
unknown to us.
It is more than likely, though, that
the "hostility" of many audiophiles
towards McIntosh is directly attributable not so much to the sound of that
company's products, as to the fact
that
the company does
not
need
audiophile approval in order to prosper.
Bryston is absent from our "Recommended" list because that company made it clear to us some years
ago that it did not need a Stereophile
report and has never sent us any of
their amplifiers for testing. At the
Chicago CES, however, a representative of Bryston did express interest in
a review; the problem is that we're so
inundated with products to review we
haven't gotten around to sending a
request.

Linn Upgrades
The
Linn
Sondek turntable has
come in for some criticism about its
bass
in
recent
issues
of
some
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After two and one-half years of development
the David Berning Company introduces-

1

Jr

The Berning EA-2100.
This dual-channel amplifier, rated at 100 watts per channel, features a
soft clipping level of 170 watts per channel (one channel driven) and a
high efficiency, all tube audio section based on our highly successful
EA-230 design. As in our EA-230, heat generation is low with the
consequent high reliability and elimination of periodic re-tubing.
The EA-2100 features a new and unique MOSFET transistor high
frequency resonant power conversion system that provides fully
regulated dc voltages for the power output stage, all tube heaters, and
all other lower power requirements of the amplifier. The power supply
recharges the energy storage cpacitors 140,000 times a second,
features efficiency exceeding 90%, and is programmed to adjust its
output during warm-up to allow the amplifier to be capable of its full
sonic potential without an extended warm up period. There are no fans
or line frequency transformers to inject hum or noise between you and
the music. See and hear this soon-to-become classic amplifier. For
dealer information, call or write.

Also available: EA-230 dual 30 watt all-tube amplifier.
TF-10 hybird preamplifier
TF-10H hybird preamplifier with headamp.
David Berning Company
11007 Candlelight Lane
Potomac, MD 20854
(301) 299-8970

•

•

"underground" magazines. Ihave made
a simple and inexpensive modification
to my Linn which significantly improved its bass and lower-middle-range
performance.
Iused Duxseal, but Mortite (pliant
weatherstripping putty) or florists'
clay should serve as well. Icoated the
bottom of the black steel subchassis
with a layer of Duxseal about a quarter
inch thick. It may be necessary to
adjust the suspension because of the
added weight. This is all there is to
the modification, and it is easily
reversible
if
you
don't
hear
an
improvement.
The reason for the improvement is
simple. The motorboard of the Linn is
designed
to
vibrate
in
order
to
dissipate the motor's vibrational energy. Some of this vibration gets through
the springs and causes the subchassis
to vibrate. The bearing housing is
bolted to the subchassis, and thus the
bearing and the platter vibrate. The
Duxseal damps these vibrations, reducing vibration of the chassis. The ideal
solution would
be
to
isolate
the
subchassis from the motorboard completely,
but
this
appears
to
be
difficult to do.
There
are
two areas
where
I
disagree with the manufacturer's instructions for setting up the Linn. Ino
longer fasten the arm's cables to the
inside of the wooden base, since they
will tend to couple the arm to the
base. This is particularly serious with
stiff cables. I leave enough cable
hanging from the back of my Rabco
arm to isolate it from its surroundings.
The second area is the platform on
which the entire turntable unit sits. I
have built a large suspension platform
for my Linn, to isolate it from
external mechanical shocks. The 'table
unit sits on a "sandwich" made of
about 20 lbs. of Duxseal betwen two 11/8-inch-thick sheets of particle board.
The sandwich hangs by four springs
from a top sheet of particle board
above the turntable, with turnbuckles
to level everything. Lateral springs
attached
to
the
sandwich control
lateral motion. All springs are damped
with an outer sleeve of thin-walled

vinyl tubing. While a record is playing,
Ican pound vertically on the top board
with great force without in any way
disturbing
the
sound.
It
is
also
possible to jar the system materially
with modest force without causing
skipping. The system is more sensitive
to lateral disturbances because the
Linn has no lateral control in its
suspension. I cannot agree with the
recommendation of putting the Linn on
a flimsy tabletop; this is contrary to
theory.
Incidentally, I have installed both
the Nirvana and Valhalla modifications
in my Linn, and found them to effect
marked improvements in the sound.
They are well worth the money.
David C. Shreve
We appreciate Mr. Shreve's comments.
Surely he should know that Linn is
sufficiently adventurous to recommend almost anything, regardless of
theory. Linn's founder, Ivor Tie fen brun, is well known for his comments
on digital players, the importance of
being able to "hear the tune" through
a piece of audio gear, and for having a
pretty good temper as well. Recently
The Absolute Sound awarded Linn an
award as having one of the ten most
influential audio products of the last
decade, and Tiefenbrun's response was
a page of vitriol directed not only at
TAS (which even we might be tempted
towards occasionally) but at virtually
all American audiophiles and audio
manufacturers.
David Shreve, by the way, has
made quite a reputation for himself in
the modification of Rabco tone arms
and in the improvement of the sound
in virtually every CES room he visits,
merely by adjusting the tone arms in
such rooms.

Worth the Price
Having received the third issue of
Stereophile, I wish to offer some
reader comments about an exceptional
magazine. In these days of hype and
hoopla regarding anything that pumps
air or has a power cord, it is an
assurance to know that someone can
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The Small
Yet Surprising
Morel MLP-202.

THESE ARE THE REMARKABLE small
loudspeakers whose smooth response
and open, dimensional sound are at
least on a par with the finest units of
many times the 202's size and price.
Morel has designed and built
speakers and driver units in Israel for
over eight years. Now, with the U.S.
introduction of the model MLP-202,
Morel is prepared to offer the demanding
audiophile the highest possible quality at
an extremely reasonable cost. ($198.
each)
Morel's drivers, manufactured to the
strictest tolerances in our own factory,
incorporate several notable
technological advancements. Utilizing
hexagonal voice-coil wire, unique
magnet structures having no stray
magnetic fields, and special adhesives
and coatings, the Morel drivers are
exceptional in rise time and coherence.
Also, the oversize (3") voice coil in
our woofer and the ferrofluid tweeter will
allow Morels to handle the wide dynamic
range of your digital recordings with
plenty of room to spare.
Please write for details:

morel acoustic ltd
industrial area b. pob 140, ness ziona
70 451 Israel
tel 054-70796, telex 31951

morel

morel acoustic usa
414 harvard street, brookline, mass. 02146
u.s.a.
tel (617) 277-6663

evaluate audio products and people
with instinct and intelligence rather
than from a test bench and a guess.
As a whole, Stereophile addresses
reader and author attitudes quite well.
The balance here adds dimension,
making up for sheer volume and format
size. Humor and opinions are well
worth their space, and your product
reports are exceptional: comprehensive, reflective and believable, making
them of user value. Manufacturers'
Comments at last reflect product
integrity and offer good debate and
reasons.
Iwould not have bothered to write
this except for your fine publication,
which has made it well worth my
subscription and the time taken to
write you about the magazine. Thank
you.
Doug Cabaniss
Thank YOU.

Passive Volume Control
On page 51 of your issue 6-2, you
published a diagram of a passive
volume-control box enabling a highlevel signal source to be fed directly
to a power amplifier. One of the two
potentiometers shown is ganged, for
simultaneous control of both channels.
But what is the purpose of the second,
single-gang pot?
Alan Kemmel
The second pot allows for an increase
or decrease of a few dB of level in one
channel, for channel balancing.

Three or Five?
In
your
list
of
recommended
components,
you
list
a Technics
EPC203 MkIll among the Class A
phono cartridges. Is this correct, or
did you mean to list the EPC205
Mk111?
I cannot find a 203 listed in any
catalogs, but there is a 205.
Torn Fonte
We goofed. The listing should have
been for the EPC205 Mk111.
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Reiner's Zarathustra
Iwas just re-reading JGH's review
of the new 0.5-Series release of the
Reiner/CSO recording of "Also Sprach
Zarathustra" when Inoticed something
that is inconsistent with what I read
some time in the past about the
making of this recording.
You indicated that you believe
there exists a multi-channel master for
this recording. If my memory serves
me, there wasn't.
I seem to remember reading that
the stereo recording of this work was
an afterthought. Stereo recording was
entirely new in those days, and had
not been planned for the recording
session. The decision to record in
stereo was made on the spot, and the
engineers stuck up a stereo array of
microphones and plugged them directly
into a 2-track recorder running at 30
IPS. There were not enough engineers
present for one of them to watch and
operate the stereo machine, so they
dragooned a hapless janitor to do the
job. Later, when stereo became a hit,
they rerecorded the work for stereo
issue. Only later did they release a
stereo disc of the 1954 session.
Ihave in my collection the original
mono
recording,
the
stereo
rerecording, and the later stereo disc
version of the '54 session.
For your information, all of Schnabel's Beethoven piano recordings are
available in a newly processed and
pressed version on English EMI.
James L. Weekes
That's a cute story about the first
stereo Reiner Zarathustra recordings,
but it's not
the way the record
producer remembers it. RCA's John
Pfeiffer, who made those first CSO
stereo recordings early in 1954, told
us the stereo taping was pre-planned,
and that he, not in itinerant janitor,
manned the deck.
The jacket notes for the RCA 0.5
re-releases are misleading. The early
CSO/Reiner tapes were originally 2track, and later 3-track with the
center mixed into the left and right
channels to improve mono compatability.
The
miking
technique
was

basically identical to that used today
by Telarc, with three uniformly spaced
omnidirectional mikes.
Pfeiffer
said
that
no
dynamic
noise-reduction was used in preparation of the CSO tapes for half-speed
recutting.
The
extraordinarily
low
noise of these releases is due to two
things: working from the original 30ips tape masters instead of dubs (there
was no Dolby or dbx then); and manual
restoration of the original dynamic
range, which of course minimizes noise
during quiet passages.

Dealer Skepticism
I took to heart the recommendation
in a recent issue of Stereophile and
ordered for myself a pair of JG
interconnects. The results are totally
satisfactory. As your review led me to
expect, the cables produce a significant reduction in distortion and a
corresponding increase in naturalness
and clarity. How else could one get
such an improvement for fifty bucks?
I A-5'd the new cables against my

previous ones, to make sure that my
first
impression wasn't just
selfdeception, but there is no doubt about
it; the difference is really there. Ifind
this particularly interesting because
my system is fairly old and would
certainly not merit a higher rating than
your D+. (Quad 33 and 303 electronics,
Janszen Z-600 speakers, Thorens TD124 turntable, Audio dc Design arm.
Only the V-15-IV cartridge is of recent
vintage, and that has already been
superseded by a Model V.) So, if the
cable differences are markedly apparent on m/ system, how much more so
might they be on a system of higher
quality?
I had to have a local shop modify
the output on my Quad 33 in order to
accept the RCA plugs that come with
the cables, and that led to some
laughs. Ivisited a couple of "high-end"
shops in the area before finding one
that
would
agree
to
tackle
the
modification. At the first one I went
to, the manufacturer held up my new
cables with a flourish of disdain and
declared them to be "nothing more

THE WATKINS LOUDSPEAKER
Reviewers have described its sound as being musical,
convincing, realistic, detailed, accurate, listenable, and
absolutely superb.

It has "revived" audiophiles who

were "burned out". Electrostats have been traded in
on it. Manufacturers are using it to listen to their
design work.

It has been used by elite companies at

CES. It is a dynamic loudspeaker.
WE-1.

It is the Watkins

Even in view of the above, we do not consider the
WE-1 to be perfect. We are confident, however, that
there are none better.
For complete specs,
write or call:

Watkins Engineering
1019 East Center St.
Kingsport, TN 37660
(615) 246-3701

than 300-ohm TV antenna wire." He was
incredulous that Ihad paid good money
for them. At a second shop, where I
have done a good deal of business and
believe
to
be
basically
of
high
integrity, the attitude was one of
sadness.
(Pratt's been
led
astray
again!) They were amazed that the
cables lacked the usual
shielding.
"They will produce terrible hum," Iwas
informed.
I remembered that your
review had alluded to the matter of
hum and Iquoted the observation that
hum is not likely to be a problem with
modern electronics. This produced only
further head shaking, as the man held
the new cables in his hand as though
they were a pair of limp, dead snakes.
Fortunately, fifteen years of reading
your mag have given me strength in
such situations. I never argue. I may
even
nod
my
head
in
apparent
agreement when the product in question is declared to be "junk," and go
on to the next place hoping that they
at last will do what Iask in the spirit
of, let us say, adventure.
Ido wonder however whether there

may at least be a grain of truth to
what the last fellow Imentioned had to
say. Could it be that hum would in fact
be a problem if Iwere using tubed, not
solid-state, electronics? Iwonder.
I have total success to report in
another area, too. My daughter is
about to enter college and Idecided to
give her a component system as a
high-school graduation present. The
heart of the system is a pair of Bill
Reed 6-02 speakers. They work to
perfection, and certainly have to be
rated a sensational value for the
money.
Henry J. Pratt
The susceptibility of the JG cables (or
any unshielded cables) to hum is
related to the source impedance of the
outputs from the preamplifier. The
lower that source impedance, the less
likely that hum will be a problem.
And since transistors have an inherently lower output impedance than tubes,
transistor preamps are less likely to
hum with open-wire cables than are
tubed ones.

Series 140 Power Amplifier
... excellent music reproduction
at an affordable price.
In the Series 140 Power Amplifier, B & K Components, Ltd. has developed
asimplified design concept and produced it with rigid quality controls.
The result — a highly reliable unit with excellent capability for under
five hundred dollars.
Check these outstanding features:
-3.2 db of Dynamic Headroom,
-All 10/0 of Metal Film Resistors;
-Class "A" complementary symmetry
up to the driver stage:
-Seventy watts per side mosfet design;

-A 47,000 MFD power supply guarantees peak demand performance;
-Digital Audio Disc Compatability
for optimal system flexibility;
-Gold-plated connector posts.

Call toll-free or
write today for information.
Toll-Free: 1-800-543-5252
(NY State only) 1-800-235-5020

B & K Components, Ltd.
P.O. Box 331
Orchard Park, N.Y. 14127 U.S.A.
716-6527667
Telex: 466482
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SYSTEMS
It was
only amatter
of time.
The Model 10 Preamplifier, together
with either the Model 120 or the
Model 200 Reference Power Amplifier, represents acombination that
sets new standards for musical accuracy.
Using state-of-the-art electron devices, our technologists have developed proprietary circuitry to preserve
the dimensionality and tonal purity of
live music.
You knew it was
only amatter of time.
The time is now.
Solid state has finally
come of age.
See and hear the full line of BRB Systems
products at your trusted audio dealer.
Write or call for full product
information and the name of the
dealer nearest you.
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Sunnyvale, CA 94087
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(408) 730-1363

However, you cannot compare these
on a one-for-one basis because design
factors can reduce the output impedance of tubes and transistors to far
below their normal value, giving (for
example) a tubed preamp a lower
source impedance than a solid-state
one. Generally, though, tubed components do tend to have higher output
impedances than transistorized ones.
As a general rule of thumb, any
preamp
with
a source
impedance
(usually listed on spec sheets) of 500
ohms or less should be safe for use
with open-wire (unshielded) interconnects of up to 30 inches in length.
Longer
lengths,
or higher source
impedances, will increase the possibility of hum.
It occurs to us that you might
have encountered less skepticism from
the dealers you visited had you asked
them to replace the RCA plugs at one
end of the cables with a DIN plug (to
fit your Quad 33), rather than change
the preamp plugs to match the cables.

Protractors
Which
of
the available
stylustangency alignment devices is the
most accurate?
I would welcome any recommendations and comments.
Glen Allen
The Dennesen Sountracktor, for around
$65, is probably the most accurate
such device made, but we are not at
all convinced that accuracy of this
order is anything more than a conceit.
Because all pivoted (non-linear)
tone
arms
inevitably
change
the
tracking angle by several
degrees
during a side, perfect tangency is
obtainable only at two points along a
disc's
radius.
Under
the
circumstances, it is futile to strive for
accuracy of a small fraction of a
degree at those two points.
There was a detailed discussion of
the practicalities of tangency adjustment, as well as some recommendations
for
inexpensive
options,
in
Stereophite's issue 4-7. Our supply of
that issue is exhausted, but good

Xerox copies of it are available for
$7.50. Not cheap, but that issue could
save you much more than its cost.

Cheapening the Product
There were several disturbing rumors about the new CDs circulating at
CES in Chicago, and I wonder if you
could shed some light on them.
First was the allegation that CDs
not originally mastered on the Sony
PCM-610 digital system have been
converted to that format (required for
CD mastering), not by a digital "bit
converter" as dealers have told me,
but by going back to analog and then
reconverting to the acceptable digital
format. With A/D and D/A conversion
generally considered to be the weakest
part of digital recorders, this could be
very detrimental to the sound and,
considering the way CD sound has been
hyped to the buying public, almost a
fraudulent practice.
"Mere were also reports that CDs
were already starting to blow out
people's speaker systems, because the
dead silence at the beginning prompted
listeners to crank the volume way up,
popping drivers when the music started
loudly. Scuttlebutt had it that the
record manufacturers' solution to this
was going to be to reduce the dynamic
range of the discs by 20 dB, with the
thought that those who wanted full
dynamic range could add a volume
expander to their system. This would
be a rotten thing to do to a system
that has the capability of reproducing
full dynamic range without assistance.
Compressing
the
discs
would
be
throwing away half of the advantage of
the CD medium, and the need for an
expander would be putting an additional burden on perfectionists who feel
that shelling out $1000 for a player is
already enough of an extravagance.
John Scott
This kind of thing has happened many
times before. There is even a name for
it: SCREP, which stands for screw the
perfectionist.
(cont'd on page 10)
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TIFFANY
CONNECTORS
The world's finest audio connectors
Male RCA connectors for cables, female RCA chassis mount, 5-Pin female
and male tonearm connectors, speaker pins, and binding/ground posts.
TIFFANY CONNECTORS have many features which will improve the appearance and sound of your audio equipment. Among them are 14K Industrial, Hard Gold plate, over Nickel plate, over Brass for the conductive
parts. The non-conductive outer bodies are sand-blasted Nickel over
Brass. Right and left channel color stripes are enamel paint. The insulating
material is Hi-dielectric Teflon. TIFFANY CONNECTORS will sound and
look as good in 10 years as they do today.
For more technical data, or the name of your nearest dealer, contact:
US/Canada dealer sales: SOUND CONNECTIONS (813-985-7033)
POB 16543 Tampa, FL 33687
OEM/Export: M. BERNS INDUSTRIES (212-564-4207)
135 W. 29th St., NY NY 10001

Simply pure.
Nothing less, nothing more.
ELECTROCOMPANIET
Ampliwire II

Preampliwire II

EAST COAST:
Audio Connection—Verona. NJ •Audio Guild—Englewood. NJ •
Ears Nova—Great Neck. NY •Lyric—Manhattan and White Plains, NY •Precision
Audio—Rio Piedras, PR •Sight and Sound—Morristown, NJ •Sound Components—
Coral Gables, FL •Sound Service Company—Philadelphia. PA •Stuart's Audio—
Westfield, NJ •Taylor House—Denver. NC •Upstairs Audio—West Columbia, SC •
MIDDLE STATES:
Alternative Audio—Knoxville, TN •Audio Concepts—Houston, TX
•Audio Perfection—Minneapolis. MN •Audio Threshold—Mt. Clemens, MI •Greenfield
Equipment—River Forest, IL •Hi Fi Gallery—Indianapolis, IN •Victor's Stereo—
Chicago and Morton Grove, IL •WEST COAST:
Fidelis—San Francisco, CA •Stereo
Design—San Diego, CA •CANADA: Brack Electronics—Toronto, OT
Distributed by Electrocompaniet, Inc.
Rt. 202, Box 127 •Hollis. ME 04042 •(207)929-4553
Manufactured by Electrocompaniet A/S •P.O. 92 •1473 Skarer, Norway

AUDIO MART
Rates:
R-ivate 35ct a word; Commercial 75i a word. Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill
for Audio Mart. Credit cards accepted; send card 11 and expire date
with ad.

R1:2 SALE
DIRECT-TO-TAPE RECORD! NG S
REAL TIN/IE DUPLICATED REELS (2or 4-track with optional Dolby B/C,
TypeX noise reduction); CASSETTES
(Dolby B/C, TypeX); and DIGITAL
CASSETTES (VHS and Beta) from
master tapes. Recordings from both
analog and digital masters. Quarterly
newsletter
and
catalog. Direct-toTape Recording company, 14-L Station Avenue, Haddon Heights,
NJ
08035. VHS/Beta digital demonstration recording DIR-8217: $27 shipped.
ATTRACTIVE
PRICES:
Dynavector,
Grace, Linn, Keotsu, Accuphase, Fulton, Stax, Walker, Sota, BRB. COD
Shipping. (713)728-4343, Maury Corb.
PIONEER PLC-590 TABLE loaded with
Signet XK50 arm (spare pipe included) and Grace FI1L MC cartridge. Also QUAD Model 44 preamp.
All in mint condition. All reasonable
offers
considered.
(212)336-9505
Eves.

Planar 3. Armed. ()sonic shells. Excellent, $375. (203)323-8426.
ELECTROCOMPANIET AMPLIWIRE II,
$900; ARC D-350B, $1800; ARC ST-70C3, $175; RH Labs SB-2B woofers,
oak pair $475; Pyramid T-1 ribbon
tweeters, $600. David Shreve, 319
Concord #7, El Segundo, CA 90245.
(213)322-4623.
ABBIE'S AUDIO IN SOUTHWESTERN
PA. offers these exceptional products: David Berning, Audioquest, Pink
Triangle, Pentagram, Goetz Systems,
Sonographe,
Sumiko,
Heybrook,
Spica, and more. Send for free list:
Abbie's
Audio,
302 E. High
St.,
Waynesburg,
PA
15370.
(412)8521134.
HEGEMAN HPR/CU "HAPI ONE" preamplifier.
Improved
version.
Mint
condition. $250 firm. (603)542-7151.
ORIGINAL
MASTER
RECORDINGS
RECORDS. Complete collection from
111 to 1184, #501 to #522, and Pink
Floyd UHQR. All perfect. Steve, 422
Van
Buren,
Dundee,
IL
60118.
(312)428-3440.

SPEAKERS—Audioquest,

SHEFFIELD S9,
$900,
Sb, $400,
Labl, $350. Also Lab2, Lab3, Lab4,
Lab5, Lab6. All pristine. Firm offers
considered from serious buyers. Ray
Kilmanas, R) Box 262, Trenton, MI
48183.

Livewire, VPI, etc. Also latest D 40,
RM4 6c pair of ML2s. Howard Royal,
(404)253-6419 (Near Atlanta.) P.O.
Box 340, Newnan, GA 30264, for info,
appointment, or demo.

UNINTERRUPTED TAPING with Audiophile C-120s—sample, $4. Light Supply SP, 2265 Westwood BI. #415. Los
Angeles, CA 90064.

WATKINS

SHEFFIELD DAVE GRUSIN "Discovered Again," played three times,
excellent
condition,
make
offer.
(301)598-2504.
EUPHONIC AUDIO NYMPHS. Walnut.
With stands. Perfect,
$600. Rega

ORACLE TURNTABLE; Fidelity Research FR-12 arm with extra headshell, MC-201 cartridge; QMI (Quatra) GC-2 headamp; Mel Schilling
interconnect.
$995.00. REVOX B77
tape recorder with extras. $995.00.
(504)392-2536.
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KENWOOD L-05M MONO AMPLIFIERS,
stereo pair, 100 w.p.c., mint, $400.
Dyna ST-70 amplifier, new tubes,
$125. Van Alstine PAS-3x preamplifier,
latest,
mint,
$160.
Karl,
(505)988-5477.
TEAC AN-180 OUTBOARD DOLBY-B
unit, box, instructions, $100 + shipping. (913)267-2229.
REVOX B-77 1.-TRACK, lo-speed, $795;
Klipsch Hereseys, $525/pr.; Burwen
1201A DNR,
$275;
Marantz
2210
tuner w/scope & rackmount, $225; HK A402 40 w.p.c. integrated amp,
$145. (405)353-8234, late eves.
DEFINITIVE
EXPOSE
ON
DIGITAL
SOUND. Crucial insight stuns audiophiles. Rush $1.00 immediately to
GEOSONIC, Box 790126, Dallas, TX
75379.

When judging design,
the only criterion is
musicality.
This simple fact is why
every Counterpoint design
receives world-wide
recognition as being
among the very best,
regardless of price.
Meticulous circuit design
results in surprising musical
clarity and dimensionality.
Exacting standards offer
consummate value, today
and tomorrow.

Counterpoint technology
Complementing art.
FOR INFORMATION WRITE
Counterpont Electronic Systems. Inc
PO Pox 12294. Lo Joeo.Calltorrio 92037
USA (619) 453-9090
TELEX 691600
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KURLUFF IS BUYING HIGH QUALITY
tube and solid state equipment and
speakers, such as: Audio Research,
Bedini,
Levinson,
McIntosh,
Marantz, Threshold, JBL, Amber, Altec,
Ampex, etc. Call if you have anything
of interest. Kurluff Enterprises, 4331
Maxson Rd., El Monte, CA 91732.
(213)444-7079.
OPEN REEL TAPES from studio masters.
Catalogue
$1.00.
BarclayCrocker, 313-E Mill Street, Poughkeepsie NY 12601.

STEREOPHILE DEMO SALE! Audionics
RS-2
preamplifier,
$350
including
shipping; great buy,
includes
CX
decoder for those inclined. Creek
CAS-4040 integrated amplifier, list
$299, buy from us for $200 (one
only). Threshold 800A, very highpowered dynamic Class-A amplifier, a
classic; $1400. Dayton-Wright XG8,
Series III electrostatic loudspeakers with transformer; this pair
very reliable, excellent condition;
best reasonable offer. Cotter turntable
base
with
Technics
SP-10
mounted to it; comes with provision
for Fidelity Research arm and extra
mounting board; extremely immune to
airborne vibration; handsome, works
perfectly; originally over $2000, now
$1400 or best offer. Fidelity Research 66S arm extra, negotiable.
Call Larry at 505-982-2366, days.
WANTED
WANTED

TUBE-TYPE amps

by

McIn-

tosh, Marantz, Quad, Leak. Thorens
TD-124. Garrard 301. Altec 604's,
288-16G/H,
Old
Tannoy
Monitor
Speakers. Old Western Electric Equipment (Tubes, Amps, Consoles, Mixers, Tweeters, Horns, Speakers, Others.) Tel:(213) 576-2642, David Yo,
POB 832, Monterey Park, CA 91754.
WANTED: ONE DYNA MARK II, III, or
IV amp. Stock. Operating. B. Carr
Beam, 1830 Earlington Ave., Duarte,
CA 91010.
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From aTradition
of Excellence
Conrad-Johnson model PVS

$1485

Offering innovative circuitry, painstakingly implemented,
and executed with highest quality component parts, the
PV5 embodies the current state of art and technology in
vacuum tube audio circuit design. In asystem of reference
quality components, it achieves breathtaking reproduction
of live musical experiences. The PV5 will be a significant
refinement in virtually all audiophile systems.
Circuit description and detailed technical information
available on request.

EVERYTHING YOU HEAR IS TRUE
1474 Pathfinder Lane
McLean, Virginia 22101
703/528-8650

STEREOPHILE MAGAZINE
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SANTA FE, NM 87501
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